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Activity
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19.00-22.00

Registration & Welcoming party

22

8.30-9.00

Registration

9.00-9.15

Welcoming address, by Enrique Fernández

9.15-9.30

Speech on behalf of the ISHS, by Isabel Ferreira

9.30-10.10

Invited lecture: Tools and Techniques for Sustainably Managing the
Natural Capital of our Soils and Waters.
B. Clothier, S. Green, M.Deurer

Section 1: Methodological aspects
10.10-10.30

Chairman: Brent Clothier

The effects of heat storage during low flow rates on Granier-type sap flow
sensors output.
S. Sevanto, T. Hölttä, E. Nikinmaa

10.30-10.50

Combination of sap flow and eddy covariance techniques to obtain long
term transpiration in a pear orchard.
N. Conceição, M.I. Ferreira

10.50-11.10

Numerical evaluation of sap flow method.
M.I. Ferreira, A. Thomsen, A.L. Silva

11.10-11.40

Coffee break

11.40-12.00

A method for extending the resolution of the compensated heat pulse
method to low sap velocities.
L. Testi and F.J. Villalobos

12.00-12.20

Decoupling structural and environmental determinants of sap velocity.
D. Dragoni, K.K. Caylor

12.20-12.40

Additional information derived from detail analysis of primary temperature
data measured with the HFD-method.
N. Nadezhdina

12.40-13.00

Radial sap flux profiles and beyond: an easy software analysis tool.
K. Steppe, D.J.W. De Pauw, A. Saveyn, P. Tahon, N. Nadezhdina, J. Čermák, R. Lemeur

13.00-13.20

Limitations of the HRM: great at low flow rates, but not yet up to speed?
T.M. Bleby, A.J. McElrone, S.S.O. Burgess

13.20-14.20

Lunch

14.20-14.50

Visit to the posters and stands

14.50-15.10

Using heat dissipation via a directional ‘pulse-decay’ analysis to measure
sap flow rate.
S.S.O. Burgess, T.M. Bleby

15.10-15.30

An Improved method for the correction of natural thermal gradients in
Thermal Dissipation Probes measurements.
D. Chavarro, J. Roy, M. Lubczynski

15.30-15.50

Theorical Model of Cyclic Heating System to Estimating Sap Flow Density
E.F. Sousa, M.G. Silva, S. Bernardo, P.A. Berbert

15.50-16.20

Section 1: Discussion and conclusions, by Brent Clothier

16.20-16.50

Coffee break
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Section 2 : Water Use & Irrigation scheduling
16.50-17.10

Chairman: Steve Green

Sap flow and conductive sap wood area validation applying various
experimental techniques.
M. Lubczynski, D.Chavarro, J. Roy

17.10-17.30

The impact of CO2 enrichment on tree water use in a Eucalyptus whole-tree
chamber experiment.
D. Eamus, M. Forster, M. Liberloo, B. Amiji, C. Barton, D. Ellsworth, D. Tissue,
J. Conroy, S. Fuentes, R. McMurtrie

17.30-17.50

Sap flow measurements in trunks of Eucalyptus globulus under Atlantic
climatic conditions.
J. Dafonte Dafonte, G.M. Siquiera, J.M. Mirás Avalos, A. Paz González

17.50-18.10

Sapflow in squash measured with heat pulse equipment.
M. van der Velde, S. Green, B. Clothier

18.10-18.30

Evaluation of the Use of the Granier Method in Japanese Pear by
Comparison with Transpiration.
H. Sugiura, D. Sakamoto, T. Sugiura, T. Asakura, T. Moriguchi

18.30-18.50

Do short term sap flow measurements scale with leaf transpiration? A case
study on cucumber plants.
G. Egea, A. Baille, B. Martín, P. Nortes, M. González-Real
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9.00-9.40

Invited lecture: Measuring and Modelling Tree Water Use: Scaling up
from Leaf to Landscape.
S.R.Green, M. Clearwater, M. Greven, R. Agnew, B. Clothier

9.40-10.00

Automatic irrigation in Almonds and Walnuts trees based on sap flow
measurements.
R. Romero, J.L. Muriel, I. García

10.00-10.20

Evolution of Corn Transpiration and Leaf Water Potential during Sprinkler
Irrigation.
A. Martínez-Cob, J. Fernández-Navajas, V. Durán, J. Cavero

10.20-10.40

Evaluating water use strategies in olive trees grown under different
irrigation regimes through integrated approaches between sap flow and
high resolution stem growth analysis.
A.Giovannelli, M.L. Traversi, R.Tognetti, L. Sebastiani, R. d’Andria, G. Morelli,
F. Fragnito, A. Lavini

10.40-11.00

Micrometeorological and ecophysiological measurements of water vapour
exchanges in olive: scaling up from canopy to orchard.
F. Pernice, A. Motisi, F. Rossi, T. Georgiadis, M. Nardino, G. Dimino, A. Drago

11.00-11.30

Coffee break

11.30-11.50

Heat – pulse sap flow: a sensitive system to assess drought effects on
grapevines.
S. Fuentes, M. Collins, G. Rogers, J. Conroy

11.50-12.10

Using the heat pulse “Tmax” procedure to measure grapevine water use in
a humid climate.
D.S. Intrigliolo, R.M. Piccioni, A.N. Lakso

12.10-12.30

Grapevine transpiration and effective area of shade: implications for
irrigation management.
L. McClymont, I. Goodwin, D.M. Whitfield, S. Green
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12.30-12.50

Seasonal patterns of water-use measured with a dual heat pulse sap flow
technique on mature grapevines growing in a weighing lysimeter.
A. J. McElrone, T. M. Bleby, K. Pearsall, L. E. Williams

12.50-13.10

Estimating high rates of transpiration in woody vines with the heat-balance
method.
J.M. Tarara

13.10-13.30

Evapotranspiration partitioning from sap flow and eddy covariance
technique for olive (Olea europaea L.) orchards in semi-arid region.
S. Er-Raki, A. Chehbouni, J. Ezzahar, G. Boulet, L. Hanich, D.G. Williams

13.30-14.30

Lunch

14.30-15.00

Visit to the posters and stands

15.00-15.20

Tracing seasonal changes in water use of an invasive Acacia and a native
pine in southern Portugal by measurement of sap flow.
K.G. Rascher, C. Máguas, O. Correia, C. Werner

15.20-15.40

Sapflow velocity profiles within the corm of Phoenix canariensis palms in
relation to “red palm weevil” (Rhyncophorus ferrugineus) infestations.
A. Motisi, F. Pernice, F. Romolo

15.40-16.10

Section 2: Discussion and conclusions, by Steve Green

16.10-16.40

Coffee break

Section 3 : From the tree architecture to the stand level
16.40-17.00

Chairman: Jan Čermák

The value of fine-grained sap flow measurements for studying woody plant
physiology: recent advances through field observations in different species
inhabiting diverse ecosystems.
T.E. Dawson, S.S.O. Burgess, R.S. Oliveira, A.R. Ambrose, S.C. Sillett, K.A. Simonin

17.00-17.20

Sap wood conductivity overrules water access to determine tree height.
S. Pfautsch, M.A. Adams

17.20-17.40

Sapflow dynamics in the tallest trees on Earth, Sequoia sempervirens.
A.R. Ambrose, S. C. Sillett, T.E. Dawson, G.E. Koch
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17.40-18.40

ISHS Meeting

20.00-21.00

Visit to the Alcázar

21.15-23.30

Gala Dinner

9.00-9.40

Invited lecture: Application of Sap Flow Technique for Characterizing the
Whole Tree Architecture, Especially Root Distribution.
J. Čermák, N. Nadezhdina

9.40-10.00

The intensity of night-time water use differs within crown of a forest grown
Tilia cordata tree.
P. Kupper, A. Sellin

10.00-10.20

The distribution of resistances along the hydraulic pathway is controlled by
the tapering of xylem conduits.
G. Petit, T. Anfodillo, M. Mencuccini

10.20-10.40

Drought stress reactions evaluated with vulnerability curves.
J. Schaller, P-J. Paschold
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10.40-11.00

Is late stage reduction of kiwifruit sap flow due to loss of xylem
functionality?
B. Morandi, L. Corelli Grappadelli

11.00-11.30

Coffee break

11.30-11.50

Sap flow and hydraulic conductance of Olive tree (Olea europaea cv
Meski and Picholine) as affected by water stress.
C. Hechmi, B.M. Fathi, B. Mohamed, B.H. Salem

11.50-12.10

Seasonal changes on hydraulic conductance of mature olive trees under
different water regimes.
J.E. Fernández, A. Morales, M.J. Martín-Palomo, J.L. Muriel, R. Romero, A. Díaz-Espejo

12.10-12.30

Use of sap flow profiles in trunk to derive canopy conductance.
A. Díaz-Espejo, J.E. Fernández

12.30-12.50

Measuring sap flow in “two root-one shoot” grafted plants to model shoot
xylem ABA concentration during partial rootzone drying.
I.C. Dodd, G. Egea, W.J. Davies

12.50-13.10

Estimation of containerized single-stem and split-rooted, non-fruiting apple
tree water use using miniaturized heat pulse probes.
T. Einhorn, H.W. Caspari, S. Green

13.10-13.30

Tamarisk (Tamarix) water flux patterns before, during and after episodic
defoliation by the salt cedar leaf beetle on the Colorado Plateau, USA.
K.R. Hultine

13.30-14.30

Lunch

14.30-15.00

Visit to the posters and stands

15.00-15.20

Relationships between water use and environmental parameters in a young
post-fire maritime pine stand after precommercial thinning.
E. Jiménez, J.A. Vega, P. Pérez-Gorostiaga, T. Fonturbel, C. Fernández

15.20-15.40

Water release by Norway spruce stand during extreme humid conditions
L. Valouch, I. Tomášková, R. Pokorný

15.40-16.00

Sap flow in a mature olive tree: dynamics and quantification in trunk and
branches.
F. De Lorenzi, N. Nadezhdina, J. Čermák, V. Nadezhdin, A. Pitacco

16.00-16.20

Seasonal course of sap flow and stable isotopes of beech trees in mixed and
dominant stands.
J.P. Ferrio, C. Offermann, J. Holst, A. Gessler

16.20-16.50

Coffee break

16.50-17.10

Connecting temporal and spatial scaling of transpiration from trees to
stands: the use of sap flux measurements and environmental drivers.
B.E. Ewers, D.S. Mackay, J.L. Angstmann, M.M. Loranty

17.10-17.30

Water use efficiency within a selection of indigenous and exotic tree
species as determined using sap flow and biomass measurements.
M.B. Gush, P.J. Dye

17.30-18.00

Section 3: Discussion and conclusions, by Jan Čermák

Posters:
The posters must be displayed in the poster room from the morning of October 22. Each poster must
be attached to the panel with the same number.
1. Detection and characterization of cytokinin oxidase/dehydrogenase activity in oat xylem sap.
V. Motyka, B. Sýkorová, K. Hoyerová, S. Gajdošová, P.I. Dobrev, I. Raimanová, M. Trčková, M. Kamínek

2. Nitrate-nitrogen rates in petiole sap of potato crop (Solanum tuberosum L.).
A. Majić, M. Poljak, A. Sabljo, E. Sefo, Z. Knezović

3. Transpiration rate and amino acid distribution in water stressed Medicago truncatula plants.
E. Gil, J. Aldasoro, R. Ladrera, C. Arrese-Igor, E.M. González

4. The role of sap flow measurements in hydrogeology.
M.W. Lubczynski

5. Dry season sap flow patterns of nine woody species in the Botswana Kalahari: mechanisms
ensuring survival.
D. Chavarro, O. Obakeng, J. Roy, M. Lubczynski

6. Calcium Translocation and Whole Plant Transpiration Noninvasive Measurements using RadioStrontium as Tracer.
R. Seligmann, A. Schwartz, A. Bar-Tal, U. Yermiyahu, D. Tirosh, Y. Ifargan, S. Ovad, B. Sarusi, U. Wengrowicz

7. Influence of tree and stand structure on whole-tree water use in beech and oak growing in mixed
stands.
M. Schmidt

8. Sap flow in cork oak trees at two contrasting sites in Portugal.
M. Schmidt, D.Schreiber, A.Correia, N.Ribeiro, D. Otieno, J. Tenhunen, J.S. Pereira

9. Comparing artificial neural networks and the Penman-Monteith-Jarvis model for filling gaps in the
sapflow record for a subtropical cloud forest.
G. García Santos, E. Moors, S. Bruijnzeel

10. Using whole-tree sapflow measurements to assess the effects of land use/cover change on stand
transpiration in a seasonal montane cloud forest zone in central Veracruz, Mexico.
M. Gómez Cárdenas, H. Asbjornsen, F. Holwerda, S. Bruijnzeel

11. Evaluating transpiration in an annual crop and perennial prairie species using the heat balance
method in Central Iowa, U.S.A.
V. Mateos-Remigio, H. Asbjornsen, J. Tarara, T. Sauer

12. Water Availability and Provenance Effects on Water Relations of 11 year-old Loblolly
Pine (Pinus taeda) plantation.
C.A. Gonzalez, T.A. Martin

13. Sap flow partitioning in different branches of apricot trees.
E. Nicolás, A. Torrecillas, J.J. Alarcón

14. Use of sap flow measurements to validate stomatal functions for mature beech (Fagus sylvatica)
in view of ozone flux calculations.
S. Braun, S. Leuzinger, C. Schindler

15. Comparison of almond trees transpiration determined by sap flow-meter and lysimetry.
P.A. Nortes, A. Baille, G. Egea, M. González-Real, R. Domingo

16. Sap flow measurements to assess the impact of fog in tree transpiration of a laurisilva forest.
A. Ritter, C.M. Regalado, G. Aschan

17. Using potential evapotranspiration to determine nighttime sap flow rate for Granier’s method.
C.M. Regalado, A. Ritter

18. Sap flow measurements in different fig fruit (Ficus carica L.) cultivars in Tenerife Island.
A.M. González-Rodríguez, J.A. Oncins, J. Peters, J.J. Bocero, R. Poyatos

Abstracts of the Presentations
According to the order shown in the programme

Tools and Techniques for Sustainably Managing the Natural Capital of
our Soils and Waters
B Clothier*, S Green and M Deurer
Sustainable Land Use, HortResearch, PB-11-030
Palmerston North 4442, New Zealand

The Guardian Weekly noted in 2002 that “water is now known as ‘blue gold’ … and ‘blue
gold’ is this century’s most urgent environmental issue”.
Sap flow through plants links the soil to the atmosphere. Plants are the primers and
pumpers of soil water, and they determine the hydrological functioning of the rootzone.
There is increasing urgency to manage sustainably the irrigation and fertilisation of our
lands so that the gold mine of our ground and surface waters, both their quantity and
quality, are protected and enhanced.
Intensification of land-use through irrigation and fertiliser use can return economic
benefit, yet can threaten the ecosystem services and natural capital value of our soils.
However, through intensification, as Hawken, Lovins & Lovins warn in their 1999 book on
Natural Capitalism, we can “… temporarily exceed the carrying capacity of the earth, but
put our natural capital into decline”. With sagacity they added, “…put another way, the
ability to accelerate a car that is low on gasoline does not prove the tank is full”.
Sustainability is about ensuring that the tank is full.
In the soil-plant-atmosphere system, the prime element of natural capital is water.
Yet measuring water fluxes directly, especially by sap flow within the plant, still remains a
challenge. Soil is both the bufferer and filterer of water, as well as providing care and
provisioning for the plant. The ecosystem goods and services provided to the plant by the
atmosphere include incident sunlight and warmth, carbon supply, pollination resources,
and a sink for oxygen and water. Further, the exigencies posed by climate change provide
another dimension in terms of urgency. We need to manage our soils and waters even
better, just so as to overcome the additional pressures arising from global change.
Water is the key, and we need to protect its stocks and its quality. We discuss new
advances in the measurement and modelling of water fluxes in the soil-plant-atmosphere
system. This empirical knowledge of sap-flow functioning, when complemented with
biophysical modelling, will enable us to develop within-enterprise practices and resource
management policies to protect water quantity and water quality across our diverse
landscapes.
We discuss how smart measurement technologies linked to sap-flow measurement
technologies and integrated modelling schemes of plant water-use are providing new
knowledge and improved tools for better managing our agricultural and horticultural crops.
Increasingly these are being used in scientist-regulator partnerships to develop resource
policies to protect and sustain our soils and waters, without compromising production, their
natural capital value, and plant-soil ecosystem services.
Quantitative modelling is a valuable means by which we can organise the new
knowledge that arises from sap-flow measurements so that it can be applied to manage
better our productive agricultural systems. From this new understanding we can develop
policies and implement actions to protect the natural capital value of the ecosystem goods
and services provided by our plant-soil systems. This will ensure sustainable and ecoverifiable production from our agricultural and horticultural crops.
The challenges for sustainability are great, yet the prospects are bright.

The effects of heat storage during low flow rates on Granier-type sap
flow sensors output
S Sevanto*, T Hölttä and E Nikinmaa
Department of Physics, University of Helsinki, Finland
Department of Forest Ecology, University of Helsinki, Finland
sanna.sevanto@helsinki.fi

The Granier-method (Granier 1985) is one of the most widely used methods for measuring
sap flow in trees. It is based on the detection of convective heat transport (heat carried with
the sap stream) and it uses two thin, needle-like, temperature sensors that are installed into
the xylem some 10 cm apart in vertical direction. The upper sensor is heated using constant
power and the flow rate is calculated using an empirical formula.
The Granier-method has been shown to work well in various conditions and it gives
good estimates even for stand-level water use (see e.g. Granier et al. 1996), but like all sap
flow methods using constant heating, it may give incorrect results during and just after
periods of low sap flow rates. This is because at low flow rates the diffusive heat transport
from the heated needle to the surrounding tissue becomes important compared to the
convective heat transport and the temperature of the surrounding tissue increases. When
sap flow rate increases again, this stored heat has to be transferred away before the sensor
gives values truly representative of convective heat transfer and the sap flow rate. In
practice, the heat storage during low flow rates results in time lags in the onset of measured
sap flow rate compared to the true sap flow rate.
In this study we used a 3D sap flow and heat transfer model to study the effects of
heat storage during low flow rates to the sap flow rates measured by the Granier-method.
Our results show that significant time lags between the real flow rate and the flow rate
measured by Granier-method exist especially in the morning and the magnitude of the time
lags depends on the length of the low flow rate period. We also studied the effects of
different stem size and thermal properties of the stem to the measured sap flow rates. At
high flow rates the methodological error in the Granier-method is only marginal and, if
well installed and calibrated, this methods gives fairly accurate results for daily water use
of trees. When applying this method to studies of flow dynamics in the trees, however, the
heat storage and its dependence on the thermal properties of the xylem tissue have to be
taken into account.
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Combination of sap flow and eddy covariance techniques to obtain long
term transpiration in a pear orchard
N Conceição* and MI Ferreira
Department of Agricultural Eng. at ISA, Technical University of Lisbon
Tapada da Ajuda, 1349-017 Lisbon, Portugal

In order to obtain long term, inexpensive and reliable data on transpiration (T) or
evapotranspiration (ET) of woody crops, eddy covariance and a currently available, lowcost sap flow method can be combined to obtain a relationship that can be extended in
space or time.
The experimental work took place during the summer of 2007, in the Oeste region
of Portugal (Vale de Maceira, Alcobaça) in a 2.5 ha plot, inserted in an area of 34 ha of
pear and apple orchards. The trees were planted at a distance of 1.5 × 4.0 m. During
selected periods, ET was measured by the eddy covariance method and soil plus
understorey water loss (Es) was measured using a set of microlysimeters. From these
measurements, was calculated by difference (ET-Es) and compared with the results from
sap flow measurements upscaled to the stand level. This comparison provided
experimental evidence of underestimation from sap flow measurements using the original
calibration equation, for the conditions under study. Radial profile and natural gradients
were taken into account but did not explain the underestimation. The relationship obtained,
used to introduce a correction, allowed an adjustment of the results from long term sap
flow measurements, obtaining corrected T data for the duration of the vegetative cycle.
From the seasonal T data, coefficients used in irrigation engineering could be derived.

Numerical evaluation of sap flow method
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The performance of sap flow methods has traditionally been verified using other
approaches to the estimation of plant water uptake such as micrometeorological
techniques, lysimeters and also numerical modelling. Some results suggest that sap flow
methods still need further development before they can be applied as routine techniques for
monitoring water consumption in the field.
The so-called heat dissipation method (Granier, 1985, 1987, …) has been widely
applied due to its relative simplicity and operational advantages, allowing low cost and
long term measurements to be made on a significant number of plants. However, its
application is not straightforward due to the complexities of sap flow in plants, so
empirical parameters are used. A finite difference simulation model developed to simulate
the heat field around a linear heater was used to visualise the heat fields for varying sap
flux densities and estimate the sensitivity to a range of (1) wood thermal properties, (2)
heater power dissipation and (3) distance between sensor probes, contributing to the
interpretation of results and of algorithms used in converting sensor measurements to
estimates of sap flow. A comparison was made between specified sap flow rates and
estimated flow rates using the algorithm proposed by Granier. Illustrating aspects (2) to (3)
described above, results from specific short-term measurements are shown to compare well
with the simulation results, while the simulated influence of thermal difusivity on the
empirical parameters does not fully explain the underestimation observed sometimes under
field conditions.

A method for extending the resolution of the compensated heat pulse
method to low sap velocities
L Testi* and FJ Villalobos
Universidad de Córdoba - Córdoba, Spain
Instituto de Agricultura Sostenible (CSIC), Córdoba, Spain
E-Mail L Testi: ag2lucat@uco.es

The compensated heat pulse technique for measuring sap convective velocity (V) in tree
stems shows a poor performance for low velocities. We present a new procedure, that
extends the validity of the technique down to zero and even to small negative values of V.
Measurements taken in the field show that V is linearly related to the average temperature
difference (∆Ta) between the 2 needles at low convective velocities (Fig. 1). A simulation
model of heat transport for the sensor inserted in the tree revealed that this linearity holds
from slightly negative V up to 30 cm/h. The relation was confirmed for olives and pistachio
trees in the field with no apparent variation for long periods (months).
This procedure, named "calibrated average gradient" (CAG), consists in obtaining
empirically the function V=f(∆Ta) in its linear domain, when V is still measurable. The
calibrated function can then be used to calculate V below the system resolution. We
demonstrated that the function V=f(∆Ta) depends only on sensor characteristics and
thermal properties. Thus, its empirical fit allows not only estimating V for low transpiration
conditions, but also serves to check possible variations in sensor performance or tree xylem
properties.
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Additional information derived from detail analysis of primary
temperature data measured with the HFD-method
N Nadezhdina
Institute of Forest Botany, Mendel University of Agriculture and Forestry,
Brno, Czech Republic
Email: nadezdan@mendelu.cz

The HFD-method is based on analyses of temperature differences (dTsym and dTas),
measured by the axial and tangential pairs of differential thermocouples around a linear
heater inserted in a tree stem. These temperature differences characterise deformation of
the heat field near the heater caused by the ascent of sap. Beyond sap flow calculated from
the mentioned temperature differences, they are very informative for tree physiology
studies.
Main features of dTsym, also known as the sap flow index (SFI) and used as stress
indicator, were described earlier (Nadezhdina 1999). The ability to measure SFI with a
HFD-sensor at several depths of the stem sapwood allows analysing the impact of different
xylem layers in avoiding drought stress. Another important feature of SFI is its relationship
with daily xylem diameter fluctuations at the measured spot. For an apple tree it was found
that SFI is proportionally related with xylem diameter changes during day and inversely
related during night. Changes from proportional to inverse relationships occurred during
SFI maxima, usually recorded during cloudless day in the early morning and in the evening.
The observed regularities were high in branches and small stems, where buffering
capacitances are small. Thus, SFI dynamics may characterize the dynamics of xylem diameter
fluctuations independently of the growth process. Analysis of SFI in different trees showed
that the period between the two daily SFI maxima and the corresponding decrease in dTsym
are usually larger for the outer xylem layers (where also higher sap flow rates are recorded)
than for the inner xylem. This is also true for the same (for example outer) xylem layers with
increasing height along the tree stem. This may reflect higher relative internal water storage
consumption from highly conducting tissues.
The ability of SFI to detect abrupt changes in polarity under freezing or thawing sap
opens another possibility to use SFI for characterizing internal plant water regime and
resistance of trees to frost. Additional information can be obtained when comparing
relationships between both measured temperature gradients (dTsym and dTas) or between
these gradients and their ratio. This might help to understand redistribution of flow within
the stem’s xylem which is still practically unknown compared to hydraulic redistribution in
the soil by roots. Several typical examples from sap flow records using HFD-sensors will
be shown to demonstrate additional possibilities of measured temperature gradients. Since
most of these possibilities are hypothesized, there is a need to test them under specially
designed experimental conditions.

Radial sap flux profiles and beyond: an easy software analysis tool
K Steppe1*, DJW De Pauw2, A Saveyn1, P Tahon1, N Nadezhdina3, J Čermák3 and
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Sap flow measurements are used worldwide to validate and compare whole-ecosystem
estimates of water use and storage in vegetation dominated by woody species. However,
tall trees present a challenge in scaling single point measurements of sap flux to wholestem sap flow because of the presence of a large radial variability in sap flux across the
stem’s sapwood. Assessment of this radial sap flux profile is therefore necessary to make a
more precise scaling possible and to unravel where uncertainties in the measurements lie.
A sensor useful for assessing the radial sap flux profile in trees is the Heat Field
Deformation sensor (HFD). The HFD-sensor consists of a linear heater and two pairs of six
differential thermocouples inserted in stainless steel hypodermic needles. One pair of
needles records the symmetrical temperature difference across the heater, while the other
one measures the asymmetrical temperature difference. Generally, the six thermocouples
are arranged at 6-16 mm distances along the needle, which allows measuring the sap flux
at different xylem depths below the cambium. Sap flux calculation at each position is
based on the deformation of the heat field around the heater, which is caused by the ascent
of the sap.
The technical construction of the HFD-sensor (two pairs of six differential
thermocouples) requires the configuration of twelve channels on the data logger for every
sensor installed. Logging each channel with a small scan rate (as is often the case in
(eco)physiological research) quickly results in a massive amount of data. Moreover, using
several HFD-sensors in a tree stem to evaluate, for instance, the circumferential variability
of the radial sap flux profile generates huge amounts of data. The task of analysing these
large data sets (usually about 48 to 72 channels per one “cross section” of the tree trunk)
can become difficult and cumbersome with spreadsheet programs and the large file sizes
often prevent efficient data interpretation.
The objective of this work was therefore to develop a software tool for easy
analysis of HFD-data sets, including very large ones. Its primary use is to visualise in a fast
way the measured radial sap flux profile in both 2D and 3D (Fig. 1).
The computed results can be saved
in a compact form, drastically reducing the
resulting file size in comparison to the
output
generated
using
classical
spreadsheet programs. But the features of
the software tool go beyond the analysis of
radial sap flux profiles. For instance, stem
water content can be derived using the dT0values inherent to sap flux calculations.
These features will be demonstrated using
some typical examples.
Figure 1: A 3D radial sap flux profile

Limitations of the HRM: great at low flow rates, but not yet up to speed?
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The Heat Ratio Method (HRM) has grown in popularity over the last decade for its ability
to accurately measure sap velocity (Vs) at low, zero and reverse rates of flow (Vs < 15 cm
h-1). This makes it especially useful for studying low-flow phenomena such as night-time
transpiration, hydraulic redistribution and plant responses to drought stress. Under most
circumstances, the HRM is also suitable for measuring sap velocity at higher flow rates (Vs
= 15-30 cm h-1) in rapidly transpiring plants such as plantation eucalypts and tropical
rainforest trees. There is, however, anecdotal evidence that under certain conditions the
HRM performs poorly at very high rates of flow (Vs > 30 cm h-1), which may be related to
the presence of large xylem vessels, heterogeneous xylem anatomy, or large wounds. Here
we present field data from highly conductive deep roots of live oak trees (Quercus
fusiformis) accessed via caves in central Texas, USA, showing examples of spurious
diurnal sap velocity traces during known periods of high flow. We explain these traces
using empirical data gathered from laboratory experiments using excised cave roots and
stem segments of balsa wood (Ochroma pyramidale). In these experiments we used
hydraulic pressure flow apparatus to establish known sap velocities from 0-120 cm h-1
through roots and stem wood while simultaneously measuring sap velocity using the HRM
and the Compensation Heat Pulse Method (CHPM). Our lab results confirm the accuracy
of the HRM at low flow rates and reveal the circumstances under which the HRM
algorithm can break down at high flow rates – information that is not readily predicted
from HRM theory or mathematical modelling. In reality, the downstream/upstream
temperature ratio on which the HRM algorithm is based can become severely distorted due
to the combined effects of rapid heat conduction through non-conductive woody tissue
(e.g. wounding) and rapid dissipation of heat via convection in the presence of a fast
moving sap stream. While the CHPM is more robust to these effects than the HRM, we
show that it too can reach a point beyond which it becomes compromised. We conclude
that while the HRM has many advantages over other sap flow techniques, it should be used
with caution at high flow rates. Finally, this study lays the groundwork for further
development of the HRM with the end goal of developing a reliable, full range method.

Using heat dissipation via a directional ‘pulse-decay’ analysis to measure
sap flow rate
SSO Burgess1,2* and TM Bleby1
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In view of the recent discovery of high-flow range limitations for the heat ratio method
(HRM) under certain scenarios, I used modeled and experimental data to investigate new
algorithms for calculating sap velocity from thermometric data. I analysed a number of the
various historical approaches for extracting information on water flow via changes to
sensor temperatures and summarise their strengths and weaknesses and present promising
new approaches particularly for high-flow rate applications.

An Improved method for the correction of natural thermal gradients in
Thermal Dissipation Probes measurements.
D Chavarro1*, J Roy2 and M Lubczynski1
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2
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Since their early applications of Thermal Dissipation Probes (TDP), the influence of
natural thermal gradients (NTG), has been reported as a critical factor which can
misestimate transpiration fluxes. A cyclic power mode was originally suggested by the
creator of the TDP method, A. Granier, and subsequently developed by Do and Rocheteau
in 2002 with the introduction of a new calibration. This paper presents an improved
methodology for correction of NTG in TDP measurements also based on a cyclic power
concept. The method introduces a simple model that describes the main thermal processes
involved, to simulate the constant heating conditions in which the Granier method was
originally developed to allow the use of the original calibration. The new method was
tested in four species of the Botswana Kalahari: Acacia fleckii, Acacia luederitzii, Acacia
luederitzii and Dischrostachys cinerea. First the presence of NTG was confirmed; next, a
commutated ON&OFF power mode implemented and finally the TDP signal was
corrected. The suitability of the method was demonstrated by a novel verification scheme
that allowed simultaneous estimations of water consumption from volumetric
measurements and corrected TDP signal. Total water consumption during the verification
experiment according to the corrected TDP signal was less than 15% different from the
direct measurements in the case of D. cinerea and A. fleckii, while for A. luederitzii and B.
albitrunca was 19% and 32% respectively. The correction previously published by Do and
Rochetau in 2002 proved to be unsuitable for this particular environment yielding
overestimations up to seven times the volume of water consumed. Besides its speciesindependent applicability another advantage of the proposed commutated signal is the 50%
reduction of power demands compared with the standard Granier method.

Keywords: commutated power, NTG, sap flow, steady-state, TDP

Theorical Model of Cyclic Heating System to Estimating Sap Flow
Density
EF Sousa*, MG Silva, S Bernardo and PA Berbert
Universidade Estadual do Norte Fluminense Darcy Ribeiro (UENF), Campos dos Goytacazes, Brasil.
E-mail: efs@uenf.br

A method is presented for estimating sap flow density (J) with a single needle probe.
Constant heat input during a cyclic heating (120 s on and 180 s off) was used to emit a heat
pulse from a line heat source. Heat transfer theory was used to relate the temperature
measured by the probe to J. Two tests were carried out in laboratory to evaluate the
theorical model. One test used an artificial hydraulic column of sawdust, and the other test
used forced-flow through a stem section of the coffee plant. Collected data showed
reasonable agreement between measured and predicted values by the theorical model,
despite of some empirical adjustment. Although a further refinement of the proposed
method is needed, the calibration can be achieved easily.

Sap flow and conductive sap wood area validation applying various
experimental techniques
M Lubczynski1*, D Chavarro1 and J Roy2
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Sap flow measurements are widely used for evaluation of the whole tree water use.
However, so far there is not yet a mobile instrument available that can provide sap flow
estimate in one measurement. The sap flow assessment consists still of two separate
measurements of sap velocity and conductive sapwood area. Considering these two
measurements, lots of attention of scientific community is dedicated to the assessment of
sap velocity but very little to sapwood area and for the same reason also to the validation
of the sap flow.
To validate conductive sapwood area we have attempted the following experiments in
addition to the traditional 'cut and dye' scheme:
- dielectric tree scanning using foldable low-frequency dielectric-meter at 10 kHz
frequency;
- X-ray tomography;
- NMR flow imaging (only in the laboratory) together with WAU
To validate sap flow we have developed three water consumption measuring schemas, all
three involving digital metering pump connected with the logger measuring water loss
resulted by tree transpiration. These are as following:
- for small trees we applied modified Robert’s experiment where digital metering pump
method was cross-referenced with thermal dissipation probe (TDP) method;
- for large trees we applied modified Vertesy’s experiment where digital metering pump
method was cross-referenced with thermal dissipation probe (TDP) method;
- in the laboratory condition we developed experiment in which we applied
simultaneously three independent sap flow measurement methods: nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) method, digital metering pump method and thermal dissipation probe
(TDP) method.
The results of the above specified experiments will be discussed particularly with regard to
their accuracy and applicability in field conditions.

Keywords: sap flow, conductive sapwood area, validation experiments

The impact of CO2 enrichment on tree water use in a
Eucalyptus whole-tree chamber experiment
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The Hawkesbury Forest Experiment in Sydney consists of 12 whole-tree chambers that
enclose Eucalyptus saligna trees up to 6 m in height under ambient (Amb [CO2]; 6
chambers) and elevated CO2 ( Amb [CO2] + 240 ppm; 6 chambers) treatments. These
chambers are themselves located in a larger 4 ha plantation of trees. The chambers regulate
vapour pressure deficit and temperature in addition to CO2 concentration. Half of the
chambers (three within each CO2 treatment) have also been subject to a drought treatment.
In this paper we present the results of an investigation of tree water use, measured with
heat balance sap flow sensors (Dynamax, USA), in each of these 12 chambers. In addition,
sap flow was measured on 6 un-chambered control trees. Specifically we address the
questions:
•
•
•
•

Does CO2 enrichment affect diurnal patterns of sap flow?
Does CO2 enrichment affect the rates of sap flow per unit sapwood area and does it
affect sap flow per unit leaf area in the same way?
Does CO2 enrichment affect the response of sap flow to drought?
What are the implications for the water budget of a native Australian woodland
under a future CO2 enriched world?

Results to-date suggest a difference in night-time transpiration rates of trees grown in
CO2 enriched conditions compared to trees grown under ambient conditions. Furthermore
the response to CO2 enrichment of sapflow per unit sapwood area differs from the response
of sapflow per unit leaf area differ. Changes in branch hydraulic conductivity and Huber
value with growth under CO2 enrichment may explain these differences. There has been no
change in the slope of the response of sap flow to solar radiation, however, CO2
enrichment did alter the response of sap flow to drought.
Simple scaling of these results to stands of native trees suggest that local site water
budgets will be significantly affected by rising atmospheric CO2, with serious implications
for groundwater recharge and stream flow.

Key words: Heat balance, tree water use, CO2 enrichment, Eucalyptus, climate change.

Sap flow measurements in trunks of Eucalyptus globulus under Atlantic
climatic conditions
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Water uptake by Eucalyptus globulus under Atlantic climatic conditions in Europe has
been not much investigated. However, the actual area of these species in the region of
Galicia, northwestern of Spain as well as in neighboring regions of Spain and Portugal is
very important. We studied the sap flow velocity in trunks of a Eucalyptus globulus stand
and the results obtained during this measurement campaign were compared with soil
moisture content, soil water use, net radiation and other environmental parameters. The
study was conducted in an 11 years old plantation located within the lithological formation
known as Ordenes schist. Soils are classified as Umbrisols and characterized by high
organic matter content levels and loamy texture. On average climate is typified by winter
dominant rainfall, summer dominant dryness and mild temperatures both in winter and
summer seasons. The flow sap was measured using differential copper-constantan sensors
constructed following Granier (1987). Four Eucalyptus globulus trees were chosen and the
trunk of each tree was instrumented with two couples of sensors. Soil water content was
monitored using FDR probes until 1.40 cm depth. In addition incident radiation and wind
speed were measured over the canopy, whereas air temperature, relative humidity and
rainfall were obtained from a weather station located near the study plantation. The
measured data were used for: a) analyzing flow sap rates along different seasons as a
function of potential evapotranspiration and tree phonological characteristics and b)
assessing the relationship between sap flow rate and environmental variables such as
incident radiation and soil moisture content.
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We present the measurement and modelling of transpiration from squash (Cucurbita
maxima Duchesne) growing in the field under a tropical maritime climate. Measurements
were carried out on Tongatapu (175o 12` W, 21o 08 S`), a coral atoll located in the Pacific
Ocean (van der Velde et al., 2007). Transpiration was determined from heatpulse
measurements of sap flow in the vine stem using the T-max method. Steady-state
porometry was used to monitor stomatal conductance (gS, mm s-1). The data were used to
derive parameters for a functional model of conductance that includes response functions
for light, air temperature and vapour pressure deficit of the air, and a novel response
function for soil moisture. Leaf area development was monitored through the growing
season using a point quadrant approach. The maximum leaf area was about 2.7 m2 per
plant and the effective ground area was about 1 m2 for each plant. Transpiration losses
were calculated using a 2-layer big-leaf model in combination with modelled stomatal
response and measured leaf area. In general, the sap flow measurements were in good
agreement with the calculations of plant water use. Peak water use was between 3 and 5 L
per plant per day. Daily transpiration measurements from heat-pulse were used to derive a
crop factor, KC, for squash in this tropical maritime climate. The derived seasonal pattern
of KC was similar to the FAO recommended crop factor for squash. However, the growing
season was a little shorter. Measured sap flow also revealed periods of short-term drought
and leaf fungal disease that reduced the actual transpiration losses, and there was often a
rapid recovery from water stress following rainfall events. We further studied the
interaction between radiation, transpiration and soil moisture dynamics and drainage.

Do short term sap flow measurements scale with leaf transpiration? A
case study on cucumber plants
G Egea*, A Baille, B Martín, P Nortes and M González-Real
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Cartagena, Spain.
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Sap flow measurement is a valuable technique for investigating plant water relations and
water balances. The application of the stem heat balance method is particularly suited for
horticultural species with small stems. However, it is not clear to what extent sap flow
dynamics really follow and mimic rapid changes in the actual transpiration rate due to
changes in environmental factors such as light and wind speed. In this study, we compared
short term measurements (10 min average) of cucumber leaf transpiration obtained by
means of a non-invasive technique (leaf energy balance) and whole plant transpiration
measured by the stem heat balance method (sap flow gauge Dynamax/USA—SHB). The
dynamics of transpiration response to environmental factors (net radiation, VPD and leaf
boundary layer conductance) obtained with the two methods were compared and analyzed
under spring greenhouse conditions. It was shown that sap flow can be strongly decoupled
from transpiration when sudden changes in environmental factors, such as light, occur. A
main conclusion is that care should be taken when using sap flow measurements to
estimate transpiration at short time scale in highly fluctuating environmental conditions.

Measuring and modelling plant water use: scaling up from a leaf to a
landscape
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The goal of sustainable irrigation is to use water wisely. The means identifying how much
water the plants are using, and determining ‘when’ and ‘how much’ irrigation is required
to meet the plant’s water demands. Plant based measurements, such as sap flow, can assist
irrigation management by answering these two questions. In this paper we report on a
series of laboratory and field experiments on grapevines. We use a measurement and
modelling approach (at the leaf, the vine and the field scale) to quantify transpiration losses
from grape vines and investigate their response to soil drying. On a land-area basis,
transpiration losses from the grapevines are between 1.0-2.2 mm day-1 in the middle of
summer (Figure 1). This knowledge is helping vineyard managers to apply the right
amount of water to their grapevines. The data are also being used to support the
development of decision support tools for the Regional Council’s to help them establish
water allocations to grape crops.
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Most techniques for measuring sap flow involve the insertion of probes into holes
drilled radially into the stem, and are therefore limited to stems larger than approximately
10 mm in diameter. Previously, we have developed a numerical model for the heat-pulse
system and presented theoretical calibrations for a variety of configurations (Green et al,
2003). Our research on fruit-water relations has lead us to investigate a new gauge, based
on the ‘heat-ratio’ heat pulse technique (Marshall, 1958; Burgess et al., 2000) that can be
used to measure xylem flux through fruit pedicels, leaf petioles and stems. The technique
works well in the laboratory, but in the field the data is compromised by noise resulting
from transient temperature gradients. We discuss the implications for this noisy data and
show ways that have been taken to dampen these effects. The technique was sensitive
enough to measure transpiration by relatively small (20 cm2) individual leaves. Work is
underway to develop a computer model of the system to convert the measured heat-pulse
velocity to a sap velocity. We hope to present some model output at this meeting.
Burgess SSO, Adams MA, Bleby TM (2000) Measurement of sap flow in roots of woody plants: a
commentary. Tree Physiology 20, 909-913.
Green SR, Clothier BE, Jardine BJ (2003) Theory and practical application of heat-pulse to measure sap
flow. Agronomy Journal 95:1371-1379.
Marshall DC (1958) Measurement of sap flow in conifers by heat transport. Plant Physiology 33, 385-396.

Automatic irigation in Almonds and Walnuts trees based on sap flow
measurements
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The aim of this work is to present a new supervision and control scheme that has been
implemented in an almond and walnut orchard. Physiological sensors in plants, soil water
sensor probes and a full equipped weather station were installed in the experimental site.
Furthermore, automatic water supply is available since electronic flow meters and electro
valves were included in the irrigation system. A central computer is connected to sensors
and actuators in order to achieve the two main goals of the project: first to collect as
complete as possible description of the soil-plant-atmosphere system and second to provide
an irrigation controller to save water and to improve the performance of the orchard.
Remote connection to the central computer was implemented in order to allow remote
supervision and control of the system. At the final steps of the project, the system should
work in fully automatic mode, and operator intervention will not be necessary. Relevant
progresses are expected to be achieved in modelling and controlling walnut and almond
orchards.

Walnuts

Almonds

Fernández JE, Montaño JC, Campoy JL, Muriel JL (2006) Controlador automático de riegos
para plantaciones de árboles frutales. Patent. PCT/ES2006/070103.

Evolution of Corn Transpiration and Leaf Water Potential during
Sprinkler Irrigation
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Corn transpiration during daytime solid-set sprinkler irrigation was analyzed on two
neighbouring subplots within the frame of the effect of the transpiration reduction on water
application efficiency. During each irrigation event, one subplot was irrigated (moist
treatment) while the other was not (dry treatment). Transpiration rates were determined at
each subplot by the heat balance method (Dynamax Flow4 System) before, during and
after the irrigations. During irrigations, there was a significant decrease in transpiration (60
%) for the moist treatment. Within the first hour after the irrigations, transpiration rates
were also smaller for the moist treatment but the reduction was lower (17 %). It was found
a significant correlation between the transpiration reduction and the decrease of water
vapour deficit during and after the irrigation event. Leaf water potential during the
irrigation increased (about 61 %) for the moist treatment, suggesting that the reduction of
transpiration was not due to stomata closure but to smaller water vapour gradient between
the plant and the surrounding atmosphere.

Keywords: Transpiration, Corn, Sprinkler Irrigation, Leaf Water Potential, Vapor Pressure
Deficit

Evaluating water use strategies in olive trees grown under different
irrigation regimes through integrated approaches between sap flow and
high resolution stem growth analysis
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The effect of different irrigation regimes on several plants water status indicators was
studied in order to assess water use efficiency and drought adaptive strategy in Olea
europaea growing in an experimental site plantation in southern Italy (41_06’N, 14_43’E;
at an elevation of 250 m a.s.l.). The study was carried out on mature plants, subjected to
different irrigation regimes for a long time. Treatments were a rainfed (non-irrigated) and
irrigated treatments that received a variable seasonal water amount equivalent to 33 and
66% of crop evapotranspiration (ETC) from the beginning of pit hardening to early fruit
veraison, or fully irrigated (100% of Etc throughout the irrigation season. During the
growing season, plants were continuously monitored by automatic point dendrometers
measuring stem radius variation and whole-plant water use was determined using a xylem
sap flow method (compensation heat-pulse technique). Additional ecophysiological
parameters, such as stomatal conductance and water potentials were periodically measured,
as well as vegetative development and biochemical characteristics. Daily agreement of
Penman-Monteith energy balance equation estimates and heat-pulse outputs were
compared to establish the degree of agreement between measurements of sap flow and tree
water loss theory. Stem Maximum Daily Shrinkage (MDS) and sap flux were also
compared. Water relations and vegetative development were tested for being a function of
water available to plants and of seasonal course. Results were evaluated to investigate
water use strategies, as well as functional and structural acclimation to partial watering.
These observations were discussed for highlighting valuable parameters to be implemented
in automatic management irrigation practices in olive trees.

Micrometeorological and ecophysiological measurements of water
vapour exchanges in olive: scaling up from canopy to orchard
F Pernice1*, A Motisi1, F Rossi2, T Georgiadis2, M Nardino2, G Dimino3 and A Drago3
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In the present study, estimations of evapotranspiration by eddy-covariance, sap-flow (by
HPV method) and FAO Penman-Monteith in a table olive orchard, were compared over a
one-year observation period. Measurements were performed in a 40-hectares flat olive
orchard structured in four large plots (about 10 ha each). The plots were different for age,
planting density and canopy structure. Due to the long-term nature of the study, sap-flow
readings were calibrated against whole-tree observations performed by an open-system
gas-exchange chamber. Calibration sessions were performed three times along the duration
of the experiment. From the analysis of these calibrations, no evidence against the
continuous use of HPV probes for several months was found.
Data from sap flow probes showed that daily tree water use was strongly correlated with
trunk cross-sectional area and this last parameter was utilized as the best descriptor to scale
the transpiration data from single trees to the entire plot. Scaling to the other plots had to
take into account for other orchard structural characteristics such as frequency distribution
of trunk sectional area and canopy ground cover. Soil evaporation component was related
to several environmental factors allowing a dynamical description of this last parameter in
relation to their fluctuation.
A reasonable agreement of daily water consumption (Fig. 1) evaluated by the sapflow
method with the FAO approach (dual crop-coefficient). However, estimations by eddy
covariance observations were in agreement with sapflow observations only in days
characterized by the absence of rain and dew deposition. Data showed that, under these
conditions, eddy covariance data may reflect water exchange not only from olive orchard
but also from other, external, sources or sinks.
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Figure 1. Comparison
between daily evapotranspiration
estimates
obtained
by
sapflow
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estimates,
with dual crop coefficient
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method
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estimations and eddy
covariance measurements.
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Heat – pulse sap flow: a sensitive system to assess drought effects on
grapevines
S Fuentes1,2 *, M Collins3, G Rogers4 and J Conroy2
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The wine industry in Australia is facing an unprecedented challenge to maintain wine
production and quality in the current drought. Climate change predictions indicate that
such events will become more frequent and will occur against a backdrop of increasing
temperature and evaporative demand, and quantitative and qualitative deterioration of
water resources. To overcome these problems, irrigation strategies have been proposed as
alternatives, such as regulated deficit irrigation (RDI) and partial root-zone drying (PRD),
to maximise water use efficiency relative to yield, while ensuring that grape quality is not
compromised. However, in a drought scenario, optimum thresholds of water supply and
timing are narrower; therefore, more accurate techniques to monitor whole-vine
physiology are required. The heat-pulse compensation method, New Zealand (cHP) was
tested on grapevines (Vitis vinifera L.; var. Shiraz) in a PRD trial in Benalla, Victoria
(season 2004-2005). Results showed that vines grown in the PRD and control treatments
were stressed throughout the season. However, the vines growing under the PRD
treatments were able to maintain an almost constant transpiration rate that was independent
of atmospheric demand, indicating that stomatal control was improved in the vines under
the PRD treatment. Other methods of measuring whole-vine water status and physiology
were used, such as stem water potential (Ψs) and infrared thermography (IRT). These
methods were compared to the cHP. The cHP offered a continuous and sensitive
physiological monitoring technique to assess effect of watering treatments at very low
transpiration rates. The sensors were able to register nocturnal transpiration (NT), which
was more evident immediately after irrigations, decreasing gradually with time.
Monitoring NT could offer a method to assess the grapevine capacity to recover from the
normal daily stress and therefore a possible irrigation scheduling technique.

Keywords: Drought, heat-pulse, grapevine,
thermography, nocturnal transpiration.
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Using the heat pulse “Tmax” procedure to measure grapevine water use
in a humid climate
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Vine water use was measured in a Vitis vinifera cv. Riesling vineyard located in New
York. Vines were fully irrigated, non-stressed and were trained via vertical shoot
positioning with a narrow canopy. Light interception was about 30% of the incident light.
Vine water use was estimated in six vines by heat-pulse sap flow gauges using the “Tmax”
procedure. Sap flow values were calibrated for short periods with whole canopy
transpiration measurements via gas exchange. Measurements started late in June, when the
canopy filled the trellis, and continued until October. Five out of six heat pulse gauges
clearly underestimated canopy transpiration. Only one vine gave realistic values. Also, the
deviations from the actual values were considerable and varied from vine to vine. This
suggests that there was not a systematic error in sap flow readings but rather a seemingly
random deviation from the actual values. Vine water use during most of the summer days
was between 1.0 to 2.0 mm day-1, with peak values around 2.5 mm, giving weekly totals of
7 to 15 mm in cool and hot weeks. The basal vine crop coefficient (Kc - basal referring to
vine water use only) varied somewhat between days but it was relatively stable over the
season. Averaged over the entire experimental period Kc was 0.49, about 20% higher than
previously published values. Some of the day-to-day variation in the Kc was negatively
related to daily average air vapour pressure deficit. This indicates that reference
evapotranspiration models for grass reference (ETo) may not be accurate for vines under
sunny, but variable humidity conditions.

Grapevine transpiration and effective area of shade: implications for
irrigation management
L McClymont1*, I Goodwin1, DM Whitfield1 and S Green2
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Accurate field measurements of grapevine transpiration are essential for developing simple
and reliable methods to determine irrigation requirement. The standard approach to
estimate grapevine transpiration (ETc) is to use the following equation:
ETc = Kcb.ETo
Eqn 1
where Kcb is the basal crop coefficient and ETo is reference crop evapotranspiration (i.e.
water use of well-watered grass sward). ETo is calculated from wind speed, solar radiation,
humidity and air temperature. Kcb is a factor to convert ETo to transpiration capability of a
grapevine. Kcb values for grapevines can be obtained from look-up tables but the values are
generic and do not account for differences between vineyards in factors such as canopy
size, training system and vine spacing. Previous studies on peach and apple have shown
that Kcb is directly related to effective area of shade (EAS):
Kcb = k.EAS
Eqn 2
where EAS accounts for canopy extent, planting arrangement and leaf area density, and k
is a genotype specific coefficient.
The Grape and Wine Research and Development Corporation “Soil and Water
Initiative” project is currently investigating the relationship between Kcb and EAS for
grapevines, with the aim of predicting ETc to improve irrigation management. ETc was
measured by sap flow using the Tmax method in a Shiraz vineyard in central Victoria. Sap
flow sensors were installed in 20 vines in both the 2006/2007 and 2007/2008 growing
seasons and data was collected from approximately five weeks after budburst (late-October
2006 and 2007) until just prior to harvest (late-February 2007 and early-March 2008). EAS
was determined from fractional canopy radiation interception (fPAR) measured at solar
noon and solar noon ± 3 h at key phenological stages throughout the season. Calibration of
the sap flow sensors will be undertaken during the 2008/2009 season using a gravimetric
cut-vine method.
During the 2006/2007 season, daily grapevine ETc, determined from measurements
of sap flow, increased throughout November and plateaued in December and earlyJanuary. Average EAS across the site increased rapidly from budburst to flowering, the
rate of increase in EAS slowed between flowering and veraison, and EAS then plateaued
until after harvest. Seasonal trends in daily ETc were consistent with trends in EAS and, to
a lesser extent, ETo. Diurnal patterns of ETc commonly corresponded with fluctuations in
ETo. Typically, ETc increased rapidly from dawn until early morning, reached a peak midafternoon and then declined rapidly later in the day. Irrigation events, and hence soil water
availability, affected sap flow responses to changes in ETo. When irrigation was withheld
for a period in late-January (20 January – 31 January), a clear decrease in grapevine ETc
was observed. Daytime transpiration rates were considerably lower and remained constant
from early morning until late afternoon. Data from the 2007/2008 season will also be
presented.

Seasonal patterns of water-use measured with a dual heat pulse sap flow
technique on mature grapevines growing in a weighing lysimeter
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Competition between urban and agricultural entities for limited water resources is
increasing in California. In any given year, this competition can be exacerbated by below
average precipitation throughout the state. The ability to precisely determine the irrigation
needed to maintain vineyard productivity and fruit quality while improving water-use
efficiency will enable viticulturists to better conserve this natural resource. Despite
previous attempts to determine grapevine water-use using sap flow sensors, the industry
still lacks a reliable method that encompasses the full range of flow exhibited in mature
grapevines. In 2007 and 2008, we validated/calibrated a dual sap flow technique that
combines two heat pulse methods (Compensation Heat Pulse and Heat Ratio Methodstechnique details in Bleby et al. 2004) capable of measuring the full range of flow
conditions (i.e. high, low & reverse flow) typical of daily grapevine water-use. Field
testing involved sensor installation on mature Thompson Seedless grapevines (~twenty
year old) growing in a weighing lysimeter at the University of California Kearney
Agricultural Center located in the San Joaquin Valley of California (36° 48' N, 119° 30'
W). Water-use by the mature lysimeter vines can exceed 60 L day-1 during peak
evaporative demands in mid-summer, therefore this site provides an ideal opportunity to
calibrate the sensors against the large range of flows common to grapevines in this region.
The sensors were able to resolve high flow rates (>200 cm hr-1) during midday periods of
peak evaporative demand as well as low flows (<4cm hr-1) generated by nighttime
transpiration, stem capacitance recharge, and/or root pressure. In both growing seasons,
diurnal sap flow data was significantly correlated with water-use measured by the
weighing lysimeter and predicted by climatic evaporative demand. The strong patterns
from the field were verified in the lab with excised trunks and in the greenhouse on potted
vines. The vines (diameter ~9.5cm) also exhibited variable radial flow within the trunk
with the vast majority of flow occurring in the most recent annual rings for this diffuse
porous species. Radial flow patterns were also verified using a dye-tracer technique. The
small cross sectional area of actively conducting xylem supplies the water demands of a
relatively large leaf area (~9m2). The performance of the dual method sensor on grapevines
will be discussed relative to other sap flow techniques in terms of radial flow patterns,
xylem anatomy, and power requirements. The potential use of these sensors for
development of site specific crop coefficients and incorporation into real-time irrigation
management will also be discussed.

Tracing seasonal changes in water use of an invasive Acacia and a native
pine in southern Portugal by measurement of sap flow
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Previous laboratory and field data suggest that Acacia longifolia has high rates of water use
and successfully exploits any available water sources (i.e. exhibits a ‘water spender
strategy’). Therefore we hypothesized that the invasion of A. longifolia into seasonally
water limited southern Portugal may significantly affect the ecosystem water balance by
rapidly depleting limited soil water reserves and thus decreasing the amount of water
and/or days in the growing season when water is available for the native species.
Therefore, beginning in 20007, we continuously measured sap flow using Granier type
sensors in three groups of trees in a secondary dunes pine forest: (1) Pinus pinaster trees
with an A. longifolia understory, (2) P. pinaster trees without an A. longifolia understory
and (3) the understory A. longifolia trees. Since all monitored trees were located within a
40 meter radius of one another the available water sources (groundwater and precipitation)
were not different between these groups of trees. Our goals were two-fold: (1) to quantify
the seasonal water use rates of both the native pine and the invasive acacia and (2) to
determine if water use of the pine was affected by having an acacia invaded understory.
Variable length sensors (up to 60mm in length) were installed in P. pinaster in
order to accurately characterize sap flux density variability with xylem depth. Since A.
longifolia had smaller DBH (typically less than 8cm) and thus sapwood depth, the mean of
two 20mm length sensors (installed in the north and south sides of the trunk) was used as
the sap flux density for each tree. We found no systematic difference in sap flow rates
between north and south aspects in the acacia trees. As would be expected from the
Mediterranean climate in southern Portugal, we found strong seasonal changes in water use
rates throughout the year with wet season rates being up to 20 times greater than dry
season rates in some individual trees. Furthermore, water use per tree (L tree-1 day-1) of the
overstory pine trees was up to 20 times greater than that for the understory acacia.
However, when considered on a sapwood area basis, A. longifolia had greater water
extraction rates (mL cm-2 sapwood day-1) than P. pinaster.

Sapflow velocity profiles within the corm of Phoenix canariensis palms in
relation to “red palm weevil” (Rhyncophorus ferrugineus) infestations
A Motisi*, F Pernice and F Romolo
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We report the results of a preliminary study on sapflow observations in P. canariensis
palms, performed with the aim of characterizing the response of transpiration to the attacks
of the “red palm weevil” (RPW), a pest that is spreading in the Mediterranean in the last
years and, due to its exponential growth, is considered as a serious threat to ornamental
palms in Italy. In the framework of an ongoing effort to identify methods for early
detection of RPW attacks, due to the nature of damages occurring at the level of the
vascular system, the ability to detect changes in transpiration rate in response to RPW
attacks is of great interest.
In relation to their particular anatomical structure, very few data are available on
transpiration and sapflow within the corm of palms. In particular, no data seems to be
available on P. canariensis, the palm that in Italy has shown to be the most sensitive to
Rhyncophorous attacks.
As it is difficult to distinguish, within the corm of palms, true “sapwood” from
“hardwood” areas, it is very difficult to use the assumptions generally taken in sapflow
studies in trees. For this reason, the few observations done on sapflow of palms with
traditional methods are of limited value because they are often limited to the estimation of
xylem flux only in the most external area of palm stem. Because the vascular system of
palms is aggregated in “vascular bundles” dispersed all over the section of the corm, an
estimation of sapflow profiles throughout all of the corm cross sectional area is needed.
To this aim we evaluated the use of modified Granier-type probes (Shelley A.
James, Michael J. Clearwater, Frederick C. Meinzer, and G. Goldstein. 2002. Heat
dissipation sensors of variable length for the measurement of sap-flow in trees with deep
sapwood. Tree Physiology 22, 277–283), consisting of a standard Granier-type sensible
element supported by a non-conducting, thermally insulated, stick, that allows to insert the
probe at different depths inside the corm.
We report about preliminary observations performed both on healthy and
Rhynchophrous affected palms.

The value of fine-grained sap flow measurements for studying woody
plant physiology: recent advances through field observations in different
species inhabiting diverse ecosystems
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For nearly a decade we’ve applied fine-grained sap flow measurements using the heat-ratio
method (HRM) towards advancing our understanding of woody plant physiology across a
diversity of species and ecosystems. Because the HRM can resolve flows in ways and
directions few other sap flow methods can, it has helped provide new insights into the
dynamic water relations of woody plants. For example, we will show how HRM data has
been used to demonstrate the widespread occurrence of nighttime transpiration in many
different woody species and that this water loss can constitute up to 20% of a plants diel
water use. The HRM has also been used to investigate reverse flows in branches, boles and
roots. Such patterns of flow reversals have revealed that crown (foliar) water uptake in
tropical and temperate woody plants is quite common. Sap flow data collected on root
system function has shown us that roots not only take up date but can also release rootwater into soils. Such behavior has taught us about the importance of hydraulic lift (HL)
and hydraulic redistribution (HR) for both plants and entire ecosystems inhabiting both wet
and dry environments across diverse biome types worldwide. Finally, and most recently,
the HRM method has been applied to bole and branch sap flow studies in the tallest and
largest trees on Earth where our understanding of water movement and flow gradients is
largely been missing. Here, fine-scale sap flow dynamics using the HRM has revealed that
making measurements at multiple trunk and branch positions can help us partition the
magnitude and importance of capacitance, microclimate and the internal redistribution of
water within these enormous plants that would otherwise be nearly impossible to quantify.
Many advances have been made and many new questions revealed using the HRM. We
will highlight some of the more interesting examples we’ve worked on.

Sap wood conductivity overrules water access to determine tree height
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Ryan and Yoder’s (1997) theory of hydraulic limitations to tree height suggests that taller
trees may grow more slowly than shorter trees owing to the need for adaptation of the size,
and possibly structure, of xylem vessels such that cavitation is prevented with the
concomitant ‘cost’ of slower rates of water transport. We sought tests of this theory from
studies that compared sap flow and sapwood anatomy of two, markedly different, species
of Eucalyptus growing in strongly different climatic regions of Australia.
E. regnans grows in well watered soils in the southeast of the continent and is the
world’s tallest hardwood, reaching heights >80 m. The other species, E. victrix, is found in
the arid regions of northwestern Australia, growing above shallow aquifers and along
riverbanks. Mature E. victrix may reach heights of 15-20 m but is more usually less than
15m in height. Both investigated species were seemingly not limited by their access to
water or light.
Our research is focused on tree water use and analysis of sapwood anatomy. A key
question to which we are seeking answers is why E. victrix, that grows above virtually
unlimited supplies of water, seldom reaches heights more than a fraction those of E.
regnans.

Sapflow dynamics in the tallest trees on Earth, Sequoia sempervirens
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We used the Heat Ratio Method (HRM) to monitor sapflow dynamics in 15 Sequoia
sempervirens (coast redwood) trees of different heights and sizes from 2005-2008. Tree
heights ranged from 68–113 m, trunk diameters at breast height (DBH) ranged from 155–
598 cm, and leaf areas ranged from 595–6018 m2. In addition to sapflow monitoring we
installed treetop microclimate sensors (photosynthetically active radiation, air temperature,
relative humidity, wind speed, rain, and leaf wetness) to characterize canopy
microclimates. Sapflow probe-sets were placed in the main trunk at the treetop, at the base
of live crown, and at the tree base. The number of probe-sets installed at each trunk
position varied from 2 at the treetop to 7 at the tree base, spaced at roughly equal distances
around the circumference of the trunk. Our data revealed substantial reverse flows at all
trunk positions resulting from foliar uptake of water by tree crowns with very high leaf
areas. Reverse flow occurred not only during rain and fog events, but also during otherwise
“dry” night-time periods when dew formed on leaves (e.g., dew point temperatures were
reached and water condensed on foliage). Lags in time of flows and differences in flow
direction at different trunk positions were also observed. For example, at the beginning of
foliar uptake events we observed negative (reverse) flows in the treetop and crown base
positions, while the tree base continued to experience positive (upward) flows. Conversely,
in the early morning when transpiration commenced following a full night of reverse flow,
we observed positive (upward) flows at the treetop and crown base positions while
negative (reverse) flows continued at the tree base. Sap velocities in the treetop and crown
base positions were similar under most circumstances, while sap velocities in the tree base
were attenuated in both positive and negative flow directions. These patterns suggest that
trunk capacitance and internal redistribution of water is substantial in large Sequoia
sempervirens trees. Such results highlight the importance of measuring sapflow with HRM
methods in multiple trunk positions in order to fully understand patterns of water
movement, storage, and use in large trees like coast redwood for which very little data
currently exist.

Application of sap flow technique for characterizing the whole tree
architecture, especially root distribution
J Čermák* and N Nadezhdina
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Sap flow measurements have been generally used for estimation of whole tree or stand (up
to watershed) transpiration, estimation of drought or hypoxia stresses, watering
requirement and irrigation control, estimation of stem hydraulic conductivity, water storage
etc. However, more new practical questions arose from forestry, urban greenery or
horticultural practice. This led to further improvement of the measuring technique, but also
to modifications of data evaluation and corresponding interpretation of the results.
Landscape applicable field technology is always unavoidable for such purposes.
We have been applying two technologies for sap flow measurements, the Trunk
Heat Balance (THB) method (from 1973) and the Heat Field Deformation (HFD) method
(from 1998), both based on basic thermodynamic principles. The THB method uses more
simple sensors and gives total (sapwood integrated) values of sap flow per tree (or sap flow
density for a certain part of the trunk). Its variant with internal (direct electric) heating is
applicable especially for larger trees (above 12 cm in diameter) and the variant with
external heating for small (0.5-2 cm) shoots or roots. The HFD method can use simple
single-point sensors and is applicable for trees or shoots or roots above say 1 cm in
diameter. However, more complex multi-point HFD sensors provide data also on the radial
pattern of sap flow density in trunks of large trees, branches or roots. This meet the
requirements of a good knowledge of the properties of conducting systems across tree
trunks, which is a pre-requisite of getting reasonable tree level results of sap flow, but also
provides a background for other purposes.
More detail analysis of sap flow pattern data in tree trunks allows application of
them for deriving the effective structural or architectonical parameters of crowns or roots.
We estimated earlier the functional size of tree crown, particularly its effective projected
area (based on comparing with potential evapotranspiration) and partially also evaluated its
effective shape, e.g. flat or round (which was based on analysis of diurnal patterns of sap
flow and radiation). Another analytical good tool represents localized watering, which can
characterize different kinds of functional crown or root asymmetry. Detail measurements
of radial and circumferential variations of sap flow density across trunks allow noninvasive evaluation of functional root distribution around stems and in different soil depths
(distinguishing superficial and sinker roots). This was applied e.g. for evaluation of tree
leaning or modification of root systems in trees growing in closed sites with different
subsoil depth. We present examples in different sites and species. The sap flow pattern
approach cannot be applied in all species (with difficulties e.g. in ring-porous species), but
for majority of them it represents an important scientific tool, especially when we
combined it with the other root system applicable technologies (e.g., geo-radar, earth
impedance or supersonic air stream) suitable for the field works in any terrain conditions.

The intensity of night-time water use differs within crown of a forest grown
Tilia cordata tree.
P Kupper* and A Sellin
University of Tartu, Institute of Ecology and Earth Sciences, Tartu, Estonia.
Email P Kupper: Priit.Kupper@ut.ee

The experiment was conducted in Järvselja Experimental Forest (58º16´N, 27º20´E,
elevation 38-40 m), eastern Estonia, from July to August in 2004. Xylem sap flow,
transpiration rate and leaf water potential of the upper and lower branch were measured
within crown of a single little-leaf linden tree (17.6 m high, DBH 14.3 cm) growing in a
deciduous mixed forest stand. Tree stem and two main branches from the upper and lower
third of the crown were provided with sap flow gauges based on stem heat balance method
(Dynagage Sap Flow System). Leaf transpiration rate was estimated with the Li-1600
steady state porometer from down to sunset. Leaf water potential measurements were
conducted with a Scholander-type pressure chamber at dawn.
The objective of the study was to estimate the effect of main environmental
variables on branch/foilage water relations depending on the day/night cycle. We also set
up a hypothesis that nocturnal water use is more intense in the upper crown position as
compared to the lower crown.
Branch sap flow (Fb) and leaf transpiration rate (E) demonstrated about 2.5 times
greater values in the upper-crown position as compared with the lower-crown around
midday. Also, the values of nocturnal Fb were much higher in the upper than in the lower
crown branch. Furthermore, the sensitivity of Fb to vapour pressure deficit (VPD) was
significantly higher (P<0.05) in the upper branch as compared with the lower one at night;
however, the Fb sensitivity to VPD did not vary significantly with crown positions
(P>0.05) around midday. The porometer measurements, however, did not show any
remarkable transpiration irrespective of branch position at sunrise. The analysis of
covariance demonstrated that predawn leaf water potential (Ψpd) was effected both by
grouping factor (canopy position, P<0.001) as well by covariates (soil water potential,
P<0.001; VPD, P<0.01). The Ψpd decreased with branch height from the ground, and the
decrease was steeper than would be expected only by the effect of gravitational component
of the water potential.
In conclusion, our findings support the idea that remarkable differences may exist in tree’s
nocturnal water use with respect to canopy position. However, it’s difficult to differentiate
weather the increased night-time sap flow in the upper and better illuminated canopy part
is caused by the nocturnal transpiration event or by the recharge of xylem water store.

The distribution of resistances along the hydraulic pathway is controlled
by the tapering of xylem conduits
G Petit1*, T Anfodillo1 and M Mencuccini2
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Trees deliver water from roots to leaves throughout a complex network of xylem conduits.
Conduit size increases allometrically (i.e., with a power function) from the stem apex
downwards to the base and further along the roots till the rootlets (i.e., with the path
length) following predictable rules. This feature, known as the conduit tapering, is
common among plants and has been proposed as the most effective strategy to minimize
the effect of the increased height on the whole-path hydraulic resistance. For increasing
degrees of conduit tapering, the increase of hydraulic resistance with path-length should
become less and less. For very large tapering, hydraulic resistance can effectively be kept
nearly constant. Moreover, it has been hypothesized that an equal resistance of all the
pathways would guarantee an equal distribution of resources to all the leaves (i.e., a virtual
independence of each pathway).
The anatomical features of the xylem can be used as good predictors for the
hydraulic properties of the transport network. It has been demonstrated that the
contribution of pit membranes to the hydraulic resistance of a stem section is a constant
fraction of the resistance of the averaged cell lumina multiplied by the sapwood area.
We analyzed and compared the hydraulic and the anatomical properties of 9 stems or
branches of Acer pseudoplatanus L. of around 1 m of length. We applied a source of water
to the stem/branch base and we measured the hydraulic resistance (R) at the apex. Then,
we repeated the measurements for shorter distances by cutting the stem/branch from the
base. Moreover, we measured the dimension of xylem conduits at different distances from
the apex (L), calculated the averaged hydraulic diameter (Dh) for each section and
estimated the degree of conduit tapering (b). Lastly, we used the Hagen-Poiseuille formula
to estimate the theoretical variation of R with L for a tube constituted of a succession of
tubes of 1 mm of length with the same tapering (b) measured for the real plants.
The hydraulic measurements revealed that
the variation of R with L was always less than
isometric, with a scaling exponent (d) spanning
from 0.29 to 0.64. Instead, Dh scaled
allometrically with L with a scaling exponent
ranging from 0.10 to 0.18. Lastly, the plot of the
measured d of each plant against the d estimated
from the anatomical features (Fig.1) revealed that
the regression line was not significantly different
from the 1:1 line (i.e., d from actual
measurements and d from estimates were not
significantly different).
The results highlighted the essential role played by the tapering of xylem conduits
in controlling the distribution of the hydraulic resistances along the stem. Regardless of the
actual value of hydraulic resistance that the terminal unit (i.e., the leaf) can experience,
which may depend on either the size and the number of the terminal units, conduit tapering
was shown to be the most effective strategy to minimize the effect of height on the wholetree hydraulic resistance. Finally, these results imply that vessel furcation (cf., McCulloh &
Sperry 2005) was unlikely to occur in our branches.

Drought stress reactions evaluated with vulnerability curves
J Schaller* and P-J Paschold
Geisenheim Research Center, Geisenheim, Germany
J.Schaller@fa-gm.de

Introduction:
Predicted diminution of precipitation during cultivation period in Germany (IPPC, 2001)
requires focusing water management studies on asparagus crop to drought stress. Soil
drought can be displayed by reduction of water transport within asparagus shoots as a
hydro-physiological process. Measuring hydraulic conductivity (ch) in xylem enables the
calculation of vulnerability curves, which indicate drought strategies of plant species. This
study on the vulnerability of asparagus water transport system may provide a better
understanding of water management of the crop during water limitation.
Material and Methods:
In 2005 and 2006, one-year old Asparagus officinalis L. plants of ‘Gijnlim’ and ‘Grolim’
were grown well-watered in pots in a greenhouse until canopy was fully developed. From
single plants, shoots of 2nd order with similar length and diameter were cut under water in
order to avoid artificial embolism in xylem vessels. For creating vulnerability curves,
xylem water potential (ψxyl) in shoots was attained via two sanctions of plant desiccation.
Firstly, shoots of turgescent ferns were cut before predawn and ψxyl was measured after its
adjustment thru transpiration water loss under room conditions. This method (M1) implies
well-balanced water relations in whole plants with the absence of embolism and provides
for formation of xylem cavitations in a natural way. Secondly, shoots of non-irrigated
drought stressed plants were removed at predawn and ψxyl was determined directly
afterwards. This method (M2) targets at referring changes in predawn-ψxyl and -actual ch to
soil water deficit. Hydraulic conductivity was measured and vulnerability curves of M1
and M2 shoots were performed as described by Schaller, in press.
Results and Discussion:
Vulnerability curves, derived from M1, indicate the generation of cavitations into
embolism in xylem vessels caused by decreasing ψxyl. The inflexion points of the curves,
taken as drought stress thresholds (Tyree and Sperry, 1989), were identical for ‘Gijnlim’
and ‘Grolim’ at ψxyl of -0.35 MPa. Total loss of ch was attaint for ‘Grolim’ at -1.1 MPa and
for ‘Gijnlim’ at -1.7 MPa. Applying to the slope of the exponential-sigmoid model of the
ch-loss, the susceptibility of xylem does not differ between the cultivars. The relationship
between the ch-loss and ψxyl at predawn, created with M2, does not mirror the xylem
vulnerability to soil drought. High variation in ch-loss of shoots with well-balanced water
status indicates for this method to prove a failure in respect to determining drought stress
reactions responding to soil water deficit. The drought stress thresholds of both cultivars,
indicating embolism formation, are high compared to other species (Jones and Sutherland,
1991; Vogt, 2001). Similar to our results, no cultivar differences in xylem vulnerability are
reported. In this study, asparagus signifies the strategy of drought resistance.
Conclusion:
Method 1 is convincing to calculate vulnerability curves of herbaceous species. Results are
valid indicators for drought strategies of Asparagus officinalis L. Adoption of this study
with model character into field conditions is required to obtain drought stress thresholds
for practical use. Future investigations on xylem vulnerability may ease irrigation
management of asparagus crop.

Is late stage reduction of kiwifruit sap flow due to loss of xylem
functionality?
B Morandi* and L Corelli Grappadelli
Dipartimento Colture Arboree, Università di Bologna, Bologna, Italy
Email B Morandi: bmorandi@agrsci.unibo.it
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The late stage of fruit growth in ‘Actinidia Deliciosa’ is characterized by slow volume
increases and low transpiration and xylem flows. While fruit transpiration is reduced due to
anatomical modifications of the fruit epidermis, it is not clear yet whether decreases in
xylem flow may be due either to a diminished hydrostatic pressure gradient in the stem-tofruit path or to a loss of functionality of the xylem vessels. The daily patterns of xylem and
transpiration flows were determined at 14 weeks after full bloom on 4 control and 4 fruit
whose transpiration was enhanced by removing half of their epidermis. Measurements
were carried out using highly sensitive, custom-built fruit diameter gauges, which allow
determination of minute variations in fruit size. These gauges were placed on fruit which
were subjected to girdling of the cane above and below the fruit, so to severe the phloem
connection. After one day fruit were detached and left in the same position in the canopy.
The fruit gauges were left on the fruit throughout the study. The xylem flow was calculated
for each fruit as the difference in its growth rate between girdled and detached conditions.
In addition, the daily patterns of fruit and stem water potentials were determined in control
fruit, using a Scholander pressure chamber. Peeling off kiwifruit epidermis resulted in a
three-fold rise of fruit daily transpiration that maintained higher rates of water loss during
the whole day (Fig 1). Despite such great differences in transpiration, control and treated
fruit did not show differences either in the daily amount and in the pattern of xylem flow,
which remained low, albeit present, during the whole day. Stem-to-fruit water potential
gradient was positive during the whole day, but was not related to daily changes in xylem
flow. According to these results, the reduction of kiwifruit xylem flow during the last part
of the season must be attributed to a decrease in the xylem hydraulic conductance, which
may be caused by disruptions or occlusions of the vessels, and is not due to decreases in
the hydrostatic pressure gradients along the stem to fruit pathway.
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Figure 1 Diurnal courses of fruit mean
xylem and transpiration flow rates (mg
fruit-1 min-1) in control (a) and treated
(b) fruit. Maximum SE for the xylem
and transpiration flows were 1.48 and
1.62 in control fruit and 1.45 and 2.06
in treated fruit respectively.

Sap flow and hydraulic conductance of Olive tree (Olea europaea cv
Meski and Picholine) as affected by water stress
C Hechmi*, BM Fathi, B Mohamed and BH Salem
Olive Tree Institute, Sousse, Tunisia.
Email C Hechmi : cheheb2003@yahoo.fr

Photosynthetic assimilation is controlled by the dynamic of water flow and the hydraulic
conductance in Soil-Plant-Atmosphere continuum. An experimental investigation was
carried out to studied sap flow and hydraulic conductance changes in well watered and
stressed conditions of two Olive trees cultivars Meski and Picholine grown in Tunisia.
Olive trees cultivars were tested in a factorial combination of two irrigation
regimes, a well watered (T1) and stressed (T2), daily irrigated with a restitution of 100%
and 50% of crop evapotranspiration (ETc) by a localized irrigation system.
The analytical and comparative study of hydraulic conductance by sap flow (Heat
Dissipation) and leaf water potential methods under two irrigation regimes showed that:
-Under well watered treatment, transpiration and hydraulic conductance were
highest for the Meski cultivar, which resulted in a high water consumption. The mean sap
flow reported during this experiment for Meski and Picholine cultivars was 40 and 30L.j-1
respectively;
-In water stress (T2), hydraulic conductance levels were decreased for the Picholine
and Meski cultivars by 40 and 80 % respectively. But, for Picholine, sap flow and
hydraulic conductance was very highest and most stable during the day compared to the
Meski. These results reflect the capacities of the Picholine cultivar to adapt with a limiting
water irrigation level;
-Good positive correlation was recorded between sap flow, leaf water potential and
evapotranspiration.

Keywords: Olive trees; Sap flow; Hydraulic conductance; Water potential.

Seasonal changes on hydraulic conductance of mature olive trees under
different water regimes
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Measurements were carried out in an olive orchard close to Seville, southwest Spain,
planted with 40 year-old ‘Manzanilla’ trees at 7 m × 5 m. Experimental trees were under
the following water treatments: Dryfarming, in which the trees had the rainfall as the only
water supply (treatment Dryfarming); daily irrigation to replenish 100% ETc, with one
lateral per tree row and five 3 L h-1 drippers per tree, 1 m apart (treatment FAO); pond
irrigation in which enough water was applied to maintain the whole root zone around field
capacity (treatment Pond). Trees were under those treatments for the whole dry season of
2007 (May 14 to October 2).
We calculated the total tree conductance to water flow (Kp) in representative trees
of all treatments, in June, July and August, as well as at the end of October, after the first
significant rainfall events of the autumn. We used the equation Kp = Ep (Ψs-Ψl)-1 (Jones
1992). The tree transpiration (Ep) was determined from sap flow measurements in the trunk
of the trees (tz method described by Green et al. 2003 and calibrated for olive by Fernández
et al. 2006). The water potential at the surface of the roots (Ψs) was estimated from
measurements of leaf water potential (Ψl) at predawn. The average Ψl at the evaporative
sites within the leaves of the canopy was determined from measurements with a
Scholander chamber, both in sunlit (Ψi) and shade leaves (Ψo) of the instrumented trees;
then we used the equation Ψl = αΨo + (1-α)Ψi (Moreshet et al. 1990), in which α is the ratio
between the fractions of sunlit and shade leaves, estimated as described in Fernández et al.
(2008).
We analysed the impact of the uncertainties of our approach on the obtained Kp
values. Thus, To evaluate errors derived from the probe location effect (Fernández et al.,
2006) on our Ep estimations from sap flow measurements, we also calculated Ep with a
model based on the Penman-Monteith equation, in which the leaf stomatal conductance
was calculated with an equation previously validated for our orchard conditions (DiazEspejo et al., 2006); for Ψs we evaluated to what extent the estimated values were affected
by the heterogeneous distribution of water in the soil. Finally we focussed on the limitation
of Ψl as indicator of water stress due to the marked stomatal control in olive leaves.
This work allowed us to evaluate the impact of the considered water treatments on
the time course of Kp, and to asses the potential limitation of localised irrigation to tree
transpiration.
Díaz-Espejo et al. (2006) Modelling photosynthesis in olive leaves under…Tree Physiol 26:1445-1456.
Fernández et al. (2006) Calibration of sap flow estimated by the compensation heat pulse... Tree Physiol 26:719-728.
Fernández et al (2008) The use of sap flow measurements for scheduling irrigation in ... Plant Soil 305:91-104.
Green SR, Clothier BE, Jardine B (2003) Theory and practical application of heat-pulse to... . Agron J 95:1371-1379.
Jones HG (1992) Plants and microclimate, 2nd edition. Cambridge University Press, 428 pp.
Moreshet et al. (1990) The partitioning of hydraulic conductance within mature orange... J. Exp Bot 41:833-839.

Use of sap flow profiles in trunks to derive canopy conductance
A Diaz-Espejo* and JE Fernández
Instituto de Recursos Naturales y Agrobiología (IRNAS-CSIC),
Aptdo. 1052, 41080-Sevilla, Spain

Using the Penman-Monteith (P-M) model to derive tree transpiration (Ep) faces two main
challenges: determination of total leaf area and determination of canopy conductance. In
this work we investigate a new approach to obtain reliable diurnal trends of canopy
conductance. In 2004 we run experiments to calibrate the compensation heat pulse
technique (tz method, Green et al. 2003) in three fruit tree species with contrasting
hydraulic characteristics and water requirements: olive, plum and orange. In the so called
excision experiments (see Fernández et al. 2006 for details) one tree of each species was
cut at ground level and placed in a reservoir with an adequate solution. The trees were
instrumented with three sets of sap flow probes each, and heat pulses were fired every 30
min. The reservoir was refilled to a constant level immediately following each heat pulse,
which allowed us precise quantification of Ep. These Ep values, together with simultaneous
measurements of micrometeorological variables over the tree, were used to calculate
reliable values of canopy conductance by inverting the P-M equation (Gc). We also
obtained independent values of canopy conductance from leaf gas exchange measurements
carried out in the three instrumented trees (gc), and checked that they were similar to the Gc
results. Our gc data were compared to tz profiles recorded in the trunk to test our hypothesis
that the diurnal pattern of tz profiles can be used to derive reliable values of canopy
conductance. Results from the three species tested show, in fact, a good correlation
between tz and gc. The correlation equation we obtained for olive was validated for trees of
this species growing in the field.

Fernández et al. (2006) Calibration of sap flow estimated by the compensation heat pulse ...Tree Physiol. 26: 719-728.
Green SR, Clothier BE, Jardine B (2003) Theory and practical application of heat-pulse to... . Agron J 95:1371-1379.

Measuring sap flow in “two root-one shoot” grafted plants to model shoot
xylem ABA concentration during partial rootzone drying
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Although all roots produced chemical signals such as abscisic acid (ABA) in response to
drying soil, it is less certain whether drying only part of the root system significantly
increases shoot xylem ABA concentration. Quantifying sap fluxes from different parts of
the root system will assist in modelling shoot xylem ABA concentration of plants grown
with heterogeneous soil moisture distribution. To investigate the contribution of different
parts of the root system to total sap flow and leaf xylem ABA concentration ( [X-ABA]leaf
), individual shoots were grafted onto the root systems of two plants grown in two separate
pots and sap flow sensors (Model SGA-5, Dynamax Inc, USA) placed on each hypocotyl
below the graft union. Grafted plants, which resembled an inverted ‘Y’, allowed xylem sap
to be independently collected from each root system (after severing the shoot below the
graft union) while leaves could be detached and placed in a Scholander-type pressure
chamber to collect sap . Soil moisture was monitored in the two separate pots during the
imposition of two different irrigation regimes: conventional deficit irrigation (DI) where
both pots received the same volumes of water, and partial rootzone drying (PRD) where
only one pot (designated “wet”) was watered and other (designated “dry”) dried the
substrate. The effects of varying soil water content of the wet pot, different substrates and
species differences in ABA levels on ABA signalling were investigated, with a view to
understanding and optimising root-to-shoot transfer of ABA during PRD in the field.
Initial experiments grew sunflower plants in a peat-based substrate with a high
water-holding capacity that allowed a high soil water status of the wet pot. During PRD,
once soil water content (θ) decreased below a threshold, the fraction of sap flow from
drying roots decreased linearly. Root xylem ABA concentration increased as θ declined in
both DI and PRD plants. Although [X-ABA]leaf increased exponentially as θ declined in DI
plants, in PRD plants [X-ABA]leaf actually decreased within a certain θ range. A simple
model that weighted the ABA contributions of wet and dry root systems to [X-ABA]leaf
according to the sap flow from each, better predicted [X-ABA]leaf of PRD plants than
either [X-ABA]dry, [X-ABA]wet or their mean. This model revealed that simulated [XABA]leaf was higher in PRD plants than DI plants with moderate soil drying, but continued
drying (such that sap flow from roots in drying soil ceased) resulted in the opposite effect.
When the wet pot of PRD plants is adequately watered, there is an optimal dry pot soil
water content that maximises ABA export from the entire root system. Thus total soil
water availability determined whether PRD or DI produced a higher [X-ABA]leaf.
Acknowledgements: We thank DEFRA (Contract HH3609STX) for support of this work.

Estimation of containerized single-stem and split-rooted, non-fruiting
apple tree water use using miniaturized heat pulse probes
T Einhorn*, HW Caspari and S Green
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During the early summer of 2003, one-year-old ‘Gala’ apple trees on ‘M7’ rootstock were
potted into 30 L containers in a retractable roof greenhouse. Trees were either maintained
as single-stem trees or approach grafted approximately 45 cm above the rootstock/scion
bud union (dual-stem trees). Following callusing of approach grafts, one of the tops was
selected for removal. Experiments commenced in the spring of 2004. Actual crop evapotranspiration (ETc) for single-stem trees was determined from gravimetric measurements
recorded every 30 seconds over 24 hour time intervals, and compared to estimations of
water use by continuously monitored heat pulse probes using the T-max method. Wateruse of dual-stem trees was determined gravimetrically, twice daily, using a tripod, and
compared to water use estimations from both time-domain reflectometry (TDR) and heat
pulse. Single-stem trees were instrumented with one set of heat pulse probes, comprising a
line heater and two temperature sensors, while dual-stem trees were each instrumented
with three sets of heat pulse probes, one inserted into each root shank (below the approachgraft union but above the original rootstock/scion union) and one in the stem above the
approach-graft union. For dual-stem trees, daily irrigation supplied a predetermined % of
ETc (100 or 50 %) to individual trees and was either withheld from one root compartment
or divided evenly between both root compartments. Additionally, physiological (gas
exchange, water potential) and biochemical (abscisic acid [ABA]) parameters were
determined on trees.
Throughout a three week experimental period a good relationship existed between
gravimetric and heat pulse measurements (R2=0.84), however the T-max method
consistently over-estimated daily water use of fully-irrigated, single-stem trees by a factor
between 1 and 1.5. Similar results were found for dual-stem trees. For dual-stem trees,
contribution to the total sap flow from a given root compartment showed a strong
relationship to its trunk cross-sectional area, and was not affected by anatomical changes to
vascular tissue as a result of approach grafting, or a function of root system origin (i.e.
rootzone of mother plant with original top remaining or rootzone of daughter plant with
original top detached). Sap flow of root shanks in containers receiving no irrigation for up
to seven days, responded almost immediately to rewetting events. For treatments receiving
reduced levels of ETc, marked and significant increases in leaf ABA content were
observable within three days from the start of the experiment. Photosynthesis, stomatal
conductance and water potential values declined over the treatment period. A combination
of soil moisture, physiological and biochemical factors exerted control on sap flow and
their effects on tree water relations will be presented.

Relationships between water use and environmental parameters in a
young post-fire maritime pine stand after precommercial thinning
E Jiménez*, JA Vega, P Pérez-Gorostiaga, T Fonturbel and C Fernández
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This study investigated the effect of heavy thinning in the relationships between water use
and environmental parameters in an 8-year-old post-fire-regenerated maritime pine (Pinus
pinaster Ait.) stand in north-western Spain over two growing seasons. Three different
treatment levels were selected: control (unthinned, 40,200 saplings ha-1), intense thinning
(leaving 3,850 saplings ha-1), and very intense thinning (leaving 1,925 saplings ha-1), and
sap flow measurements on ten saplings in each treatment were carried out along two
growing seasons following thinning. Soil water availability, vapour pressure deficit and net
radiation were continuously monitored. Sap flow density in control seedlings was more
related to soil moisture content, probably as a consequence of more limited soil water
conditions, whereas in thinned plots, sap flow density was more related to vapour pressure
deficit and net radiation. An increase in the degree of hysteresis was observed throughout
both study periods for all seedlings, probably due to the decrease on soil water availability.

Keywords: precommercial thinning; soil water content; drought effect; sap flow; vapour
pressure deficit; radiation.

Water release by Norway spruce stand during extreme humid conditions
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This study focuses on changing water balance of young Norway spruce forest stand (25
year, mean tree height- 12.5m) located at the Experimental research site Bílý Kříž in the
Beskydy Mts. during extreme dry and wet periods in summer 2006. Water release by forest
stand (i.e. evapotranspiration, ETR) was evaluated using two methods: eddy-covariance
(InSituFlux, Sweden) and Bowen ratio (BR, calculated from air temperature and humidity
measured at 12m and 21m above the ground, and soil temperature measured at 5cm and
10cm depth). Transpiration (as an active part of ETR) was evaluated on base of sap-flow
rate measurements using a heat pulse velocity method (Sapflow meter SF300, GreenSpan
Technology, Australia).
In the Beskydy Mts. the climate is characterized as cold (annual mean temperature
5 °C), humid (annual mean air humidity 80 %) with a high amount of precipitation (1100 ~
1400 mm annually). Precipitation distribution has been changing during the last summers.
Long lasting wet and dry periods altered during the summers. Only in 2003, the drought
lasted two month (August-September) there. Summer 2006 was possible to separate into
the three monthly periods: i) June – normal period (94% of long-term standard for June),
ii) July – dry period (40% of long-term standard for July), and iii) August – wet period
(165% of long-term standard for August). The extremely dry (no precipitation, soil
moisture below 20%) and wet (daily amount of precipitation over 4.5mm, soil moisture
above 28%) sub-periods were chosen for detailed analysis.
Incident global radiation (GR) and vapor pressure deficit (VPD) are the main
environmental parameters regulating ETR and TR. During the common summer day, ETR
and TR gradually increased up to the noon hours with increasing GR and VPD. After this
point, TR decreased due to stomata closure as a result of over-irradiation and low soil
water availability while ETR still tended to increase with evaporative demands. In the
afternoon, TR and ETR decreased with the decrease of GR and VPD. During the daytime,
TR followed the GR with 0.5 – 1.5 hour time lag. This may reasoned from: i)
methodological approach (TR- sap flow velocity actually measured at the trunks level, GRmeasured above the canopy), ii) low reactivity of stomata (ca 10-22.5 min delay after
irradiation), iii) stem woody tissue water content, length of xylem tracks, and iv) other
abiotic or biotic parameters.
During the dry period water balance of forest stand becomes highly negative (high
water release by ETR). During the wet period we found eddy-covariance method to
produce data of low quality (in range 0.8 – 1.6; 0- high quality, 2- inapplicable data) due to
insufficient turbulent conditions. Water losses of ETR reached only 5% of precipitation
input during rainy days. Also transpiration was found negligible in this period.
Transpiration formed 40-45 % of ETR (estimated by BR) during both extreme periods.
During the normal period, ETR comprised from 73 % by transpiration.
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and Sports of the Czech Republic, and Research Intention of ISBE AV0Z60870520.

Sap flow in a mature olive tree: dynamics and quantification in
trunk and branches
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The analysis of water flow from vegetation in ecosystems - natural and cultivated - is a
relevant subject in the study and prevision of water budget in systems prone to actual or
economic water scarcity. The research focuses on transpiration (sap flow) of olive trees, an
ecosystem common in areas of Mediterranean region with semi-arid climate. The work has
been carried out on distinct sets of sap flow data, collected on an olive tree using different
thermal methods (Heat Field Deformation - HFD and Stem Heat balance - SHB) and
performing measurements at individual measuring points (shoots, branches, trunk sectors).
The data sets of measurements performed by the HFD and by the SHB have been
integrated in order to study the dynamics of xylem flux and the different flow regimes in
shoots, branches and trunk. In particular, we have focused on the dynamic response of sap
flow to meteorological conditions and to soil water status; some dynamic parameters have
been studied (rate of change of the sap flow, time lag between sap flow and driving
meteorological variables). Moreover quantitative information, on the contribution of
different tree parts to water transport has been assessed, and procedures are suggested for
integrating flow, from individual measuring points to whole plant, using available
biometric data (leaf area, conductive area).

Seasonal course of sap flow and stable isotopes of beech trees in mixed
and dominant stands
JP Ferrio1*, C Offermann1, J Holst2 and A Gessler1,3
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During transpiration, the oxygen isotopic composition (δ18O) of leaf water is enriched with
respect to source water. According to current models, this enrichment is partly modulated
by transpiration rates, and thus has been proposed as an integrated measure for
transpiration1. The aim of this work was to compare the seasonal patterns of stable isotopes
signatures with the information derived from sap flow and meteorological measurements,
assaying both mechanistic and empirical models to relate stable isotopes to transpiration
rates. Over two seasons (2007-2008), sap-flow sensors were installed in a beech-dominated
site in Tuttlingen (Swabian Alb, Germany), and a mixed forest (beech, oak) near Freiburg
(Black Forest, Germany). Temperature differences recorded from sap-flow sensors were
collected and converted into sap-flow density values. Sapwood area, stand density and leaf
area index have been determined to calculate stand transpiration and transpiration rates.
Over the growing season, we took samples of soil, stem and leaves every 15 days to extract
water and analyse its δ18O signature. These data will be used to calibrate leaf water δ18O
enrichment models, and to relate them to transpiration rates measured by sap-flow sensors.
In addition to water samples, we collected bark pieces to extract phloem sap2, and
extracted soluble organic matter from leaves to determine δ18O and carbon isotope
composition (δ13C). Meteorological data has been compiled and will be compared to sapflow and stable isotope data, in order to assess plant responses to environmental
conditions.
Although the results are still preliminary, we found no clear differences between sap-flow
densities of beech in the two sites studied, probably due to the combined effect of
differences in temperature and water availability. In Freiburg, measured sap-flow densities
in beech were about two fold higher than in oak, although the data still needs to be
corrected for the different sap flow profiles in beech and oak3. On the other hand, δ18O
differed between the two sites for beech, suggesting greater evaporative enrichment in
Freiburg than in Tuttlingen. Comparing beech and oak, both showed similar δ18O
enrichment, whereas δ13C was lower in oak, in agreement with its higher water use
efficiency. We also found shorter time-lags for the latter in the relationship between
phloem sapδ13C and environmental variables. This, together with a greater uncoupling
between δ13C in leaves and phloem in beech, suggests that for this species phloem δ13C is
more affected by post-photosynthetic and transport processes.
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Connecting temporal and spatial scaling of transpiration from trees to
stands: the use of sap flux measurements and environmental drivers
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A key contribution of sap flux measurements has been the ability to quantify woody
vegetation water use directly through both space and time. The scaling of sap flux to the
whole plant and measurement plots through radial and circumferential measurements in the
stem, vertical measurements in the canopy and bidirectional flow in the roots has been
quantified and partially explained. The patterns and processes behind temporal dynamics
have been explained by plant hydraulics, stomatal conductance and their connection to
whole plant physiology. However, few if any studies have explicitly connected how
temporal drivers of transpiration affect its spatial patterns.
We tested our ability to spatially scale transpiration in time across four different
forest stands in North America. The first stand (lodepole pine hereafter) is a subalpine
forest in Wyoming composed of lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), subalpine fir (Abies
lasiocarps), Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmanii) and trembling aspen (Populus
tremuloides). The second stand (aspen hereafter) is a transition from upland P. tremuloides
to wetland speckled alder (Alnus incana) and the third stand (sugar maple) is a mix of
sugar maple (Acer saccharum) and red pine (Pinus resinosa) both of which are in
Wisconsin. The fourth stand (boreal hereafter) is a mix of black spruce (Picea mariana),
jack pine (Pinus banksiana) and P. tremuloides transitioning from well- to poorly drained
soils in Manitoba. We made standard micrometerological and other measurements such as
depth of organic soil or water table. In each stand or nearby, measurements of intra-tree
scaling have been made to quantify circumferential and radial trends. The number of sap
flux measured trees in each stand was 129, 173, 134, and 288 for the lodgepole pine,
aspen, sugar maple and boreal stands respectively. Semivariograms quantified the range of
spatial autocorrelation (the distance at which individual trees become statistically
independent of each other), the sill (the maximum spatial variance), and nugget (the
amount of spatial variance at the shortest distance measured) of transpiration. We sorted
the data by time or environmental conditions to run semivariograms and tested 1) if the
spatial patterns of transpiration change with time and 2) what temporal drivers may explain
these spatial patterns.
In each of the four stands we found that the range, sill and nugget of spatial
transpiration significantly changed with time indicating that spatial scaling of transpiration
should not be taken as a constant. We also discovered that the sill and nugget were strongly
and positively driven by vapor pressure deficit while the range was negatively driven. This
discovery indicates that plant hydraulic theory concerning the impact of vapor pressure
deficit on transpiration can be used to explain both temporal and spatial processes of tree
transpiration at the stand scale. Finally, in each stand we found that the primary tree driver
of absolute magnitude of transpiration spatial autocorrelation was tree size which was
responding to 1) slope effect in the lodgepole pine stand, 2) depth above the water table
and tree-to-tree light competition in the aspen stand, 3) anthropogenic manipulations and
tree-to-tree light competition in the sugar maple stand and 4) development of peat soils in
the boreal stand.

Water use efficiency within a selection of indigenous and exotic tree
species as determined using sap flow and biomass measurements
MB Gush* and PJ Dye
CSIR, Pietermaritzburg, South Africa
mgush@csir.co.za

South Africa has never had abundant resources of indigenous timber-producing forests.
Recognition early in the 20th century that demand for timber had exceeded the supply
available from indigenous forests forced South Africa to accelerate the expansion of its
own exotic plantation forest industry. However, as the area under exotic plantations grew,
so did concerns about their impacts on water resources. Numerous local and international
studies have subsequently proven that forest plantations do consume more water than the
grasslands or scrublands they typically replace, and hence reduce water yield (streamflow)
from afforested catchments. These water use concerns led to the introduction of South
African legislation limiting the expansion of exotic plantations in catchments where water
resources were already committed. Conversely, there is a widespread perception that
indigenous tree species, in contrast to exotic plantation species, are water-wise and deserve
to be planted more widely to expand forestry while still conserving our scarce water
resources. However, tree water-use from forests is technically difficult to measure, and so
evidence of low water-use by indigenous trees is scarce and indirect.
Research was undertaken to gain a broader perspective of the water use efficiency
(WUE, defined as utilisable wood produced per unit of water transpired) of a selection of
indigenous tree species yielding potentially useful wood. The Heat Ratio method of the
Heat Pulse Velocity (HPV) technique was used in each tree to record hourly sap flow rates
over a full 12-month period. Stem and branch dimensions were recorded at fixed heights at
the start of the monitoring period, and again at the end to permit whole-tree volume growth
increments to be recorded. Rates of growth and water-use were compared to those of
exotic plantation species. Figure I illustrates the WUE calculated for each species, and is
shown in relation to the trend described for commercial forestry species.
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Figure I. A comparison of WUE measured in six indigenous species of trees, shown in
relation to the trend for exotic plantation species.
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Since the discovery of plant hormones cytokinins (CKs) in xylem sap and detection of CK
biosynthesis in roots of many plant species the function of root-sourced CKs in control of
plant development has been extensively studied (Dodd and Beveridge 2006 and references
therein). It has been believed that CKs are synthesized predominantly in root tips and
subsequently transported from roots to shoots via xylem, which represents a drive for CK
delivery as well as a pathway transferring physiological signals. However, the functioning
of xylem sap CKs as a root-born signal has been impugned by demonstrating a role of CKs
in paracrine signaling (Faiss et al. 1997). In spite of extensive information concerning
transport of CKs via xylem sap and their possible role in root-to-shoot signaling little is
known about potential metabolic regulation of CK levels during their long-distance
translocation. Addressing this issue we detected the activity of cytokinin
oxidase/dehydrogenase (CKX) activity in xylem sap of oat (Avena sativa L. cv. Abel)
seedlings and characterized some of its biochemical properties.
The activity of CKX in oat xylem sap was determined using an assay based on
conversion of [3H]isopentenyladenine ([3H]iP) to [3H]adenine in presence of 2,6dichloroindophenol (DPIP) as an electron acceptor. The addition of DPIP enhanced
significantly the sensitivity of the radioisotope assay allowing detection of activity of very
diluted enzyme in xylem sap. Potential influence of electron acceptors that could occur in
xylem sap and increase CKX activity was eliminated by performing the assay at DPIP
concentration (75 µM) close to its saturation (90 µM). Under these conditions, the CKX
exhibited pH optimum at 8.5 differing from the pH of the root-sourced xylem sap (pH 6.1).
Liquid chromatography of CKX on Concanavalin A-Sepharose 4B showed that most of the
enzyme activity was associated with glycosylated protein. Substrate specificity studies
revealed preference of potential substrates based on the affinity of xylem sap enzyme in
order iP > trans-zeatin (tZ) > cis-zeatin (cZ). The same order of preference of CKX
substrates was found for the root-derived enzyme, while cZ appeared to be better substrate
than tZ but worse than iP of CKX from the shoots. Eventual responses of xylem sap CKX
to an environmental signal known to affect CK levels (nitrate addition) will also be
presented.
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Nitrate-nitrogen rates in petiole sap of potato crop
(Solanum tuberosum L.)
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Nitrate-nitrogen is a primary limiting factor in plant growth and quality. Insufficient supply
or oversupply of this element is a serious issue. Nitrogen is the primary source of energy in
plant growth. Field data presented here are from potato (Solanum tuberosum L.)
experiment in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2007, where we have compared three potato
varieties: Liseta, Romano and Adora, receiving similar nitrogen treatments (0, 100 and 200
kg N ha−1). In this trial we have measured the amount of nitrate nitrogen in the plant at four
stage of the potato crop vegetation (65, 75, 85 and 95 days after sowing). We have
preformed measurement by Cardy-ion meter on leaf petiole sap and compared with
percentage of nitrogen in potato leaves. With this meter we can ensure the right amount of
nitrogen at the right time for the higher production of potato crop. Leaves petioles were the
most responsive to N treatment in terms of nitrate concentrations as they accumulate
nitrates more then other parts of plants. As we recorded, the concentration of nitrates of
leaf petiole sap, declined with plant ageing, as the reduction and binding into organic
compounds took place. However, such effects are probably a reflection of favourable
environmental condition for a higher nitrogen mineralization in late growth period or a
reflection on water stress. Nitrate-nitrogen transpiration rate of petiole sap was influenced
by soil nitrogen supply which is directly affected by rainfall or irrigation of this trial as the
nitrogen is a good predictor of yield response to different fertilization rates. The objective
of this study was to estimate nitrates contents measured by Cardy-ion meter and to link
observations by comparing optical recording techniques at leaf with laboratory results of
total leaf nitrogen. We use this method to reduce sampling time required for precisely
determining fertilization and for prevention over fertilization.
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Transpiration rate and amino acid distribution in water stressed
Medicago truncatula plants
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Nitrogen fixation (NF) is very sensitive to a wide range of environmental stresses such as
drought. Despite much research effort in the area, the mechanisms influencing NF response
to limited soil water are not well understood. Accumulating evidence indicates that the
decline in NF during water deficits and genotypic differences in sensitivity to drought may
be associated with levels of nitrogenous compounds in leaves or nodules of N2-fixing
plants (Purcell et al., 2000). Although nitrogen feedback regulation of nitrogenase activity
has not been clearly shown, several molecules have been suggested to be involved in such
a mechanism. King and Purcell (2005) suggested that a combination of ureide and
aspartate levels in nodules, plus the transport of several amino acids from leaves might be
involved in such a feedback inhibition. More recently, a strong relationship between
carbon and nitrogen metabolism in nodules under water-stress have been shown (Ladrera
et al., 2007) occurring at the local/nodule level rather than systemically (Marino et al.,
2007). Accumulation of nitrogen compounds in different plant organs when subjected to
drought has been widely shown in tropical legumes, as soybean. In temperate legumes,
nitrogen compounds accumulation has not been yet properly achieved, but some evidences
has been already reported in alfalfa (Fougere et al., 1991). Pate et al. (1969) proposed that
lower rates of water movement out of the nodule during drought stress may restrict export
of nitrogen compounds toward the plant. The aim of the present work was to study the
relationship between transpiration rate and single amino acid accumulation in water
stressed plants to unravel its possible role in NF regulation.
Medicago truncatula cv. Jemalong A17 plants inoculated with Sinorhizobium
meliloti strain 2011 were grown in a split-root system (SRS). Twelve week-old plants were
separated randomly into three sets. Controls were supplied daily with nutrient solution to
achieve field capacity to both sides of the SRS whereas drought treatment was achieved by
withholding water/nutrients from both sides. Partial drought plants were irrigating to field
capacity to one side of the SRS whilst water/nutrients were withheld from the other side.
Plants were harvested at days 0, 2, 4 and 7 after the onset of the drought treatment.
Transpiration rate and nitrogen fixation were determined in intact plants and afterwards,
nodules, roots and leaves were harvested for amino acid determination. Transpiration and
nitrogen compound accumulation will be discussed in relation to the NF inhibition in water
stressed plants, distinguishing between local and systemic responses.
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The role of sap flow measurements in hydrogeology
MW Lubczynski
International Institute for Geo-Information Science and Earth Observation, ITC

Field experiments have already proven that many tree species in water limited
environments (WLE) depend on groundwater. Typically, such trees survive dry seasons
and droughts by uptake of groundwater directly from aquifers or its capillary fringe by
rooting systems that may extend to several tens of meters depth. Such trees are also very
efficient in finding soil moisture in the unsaturated zone reducing groundwater recharge.
Considering that WLE are typically characterized by low recharge, and that trees may use
a significant amount of groundwater, this groundwater “consumption” should not be
neglected in groundwater balancing, modeling and resources management.
In practice groundwater uptake by trees in WLE is either underestimated or
disregarded because of limited knowledge about that phenomenon. This review discusses
the current understanding of the hydrogeological role of trees in water limited
environments, the partitioning of tree transpiration into groundwater and unsaturated zone
contributions and the integration of that partitioning in numerical groundwater models.
Problems involved in this research are highlighted and possible future research directions
are discussed.
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Following observations based on sap flow patterns in nine woody species in the Kalahari
dry season, a modified concept of hydraulic redistribution is introduced. In some cases, a
bi-directional process is observed where an upward sap flow occurring from ~9h00 to
midnight is followed by a downward sap flow extended until ~3h after sunrise. This bidirectional process would allow tapping water from deep soil layers (in the case of deep
rooted species), and bring it upward through the stem, branches, twigs and leaves for the
transpiration process. The same process would also allow at this time of the year in a timeshared mode, a downwards sap flow (DSF) to the roots located in the driest soil layers i.e.
shallow soil, through the same channels. Moreover, another process is recognized where
air moisture would be collected by tree foliage and twigs in a process termed air moisture
harvesting (AMH). Thus, any moisture collected is channeled through the xylem
(sapwood) conduits and flow downwards to the roots and adjacent soil. Sap flow
measurements were performed by thermal dissipation probes (TDP) in which downward
sap flow is identified by time-pattern matching. The species selected for this study, namely
Acacia fleckii, Acacia erioloba, Acacia luederitzii, Boscia albitrunca, Lonchorcarpus
nelssi, Terminalia sericea, Burkea Africana, Ochna pulchra and Dichrostachys cinerea are
considered among the most abundant and representative of the Kalahari savanna. Some of
the moisture acquisition habits observed in this study aim to provide the necessary
conditions for species own-development while in other cases, they also act as facilitation
mechanisms for understory vegetation survival. The DSF and bi-directional processes
described herein are species-dependent and occur under specific environmental and tree
physiological conditions that have not yet been fully identified.
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Calcium (Ca) in plants has essential roles affecting tissue mechanical strength and
tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses hence understanding Ca translocation and
partitioning within the plant and the factors affecting it, has a high agronomic and
economical value.
Ca was shown to accumulate mainly in transpiring organs and is considered to be
coupled with water movement. However, as Ca moves mainly in the xylem, a transport
conduit under negative pressure, any attempt to sample it en-route will cause cessation of
flow allowing mostly circumstantial evidence that are limited in scope. To enable in-vivo,
real time exploration, we developed and utilized a noninvasive novel imaging technique
using custom made sensing devices to track radio-Sr as Ca analog, together with
transpiration indicative measurements.
Tomato plug seedlings were grown for three months in a continuously aerated
hydroponic system under controlled climatic conditions. Having three fruit bearing trusses,
plants were moved to a radioactive facility and arranged in pairs were one plant was
continuously weighted for transpiration and the other attached with highly sensitive
gamma radiation sensors at various locations for tracer tracking. Adding 85Sr to the plant
feed solution showed a relatively fast arrival of the ion to the serially located sensors on the
main stem, “down stream” of the expected water flow. Turning lights on and off resulted in
a relative high and low transpiration respectively, and while radiation and transpiration
patterns matched on the 1st day, some depression of radiation rate was shown on the 2nd.
After few days, bottom stem radiation levels declined while upper stem radiation increased
showing a loading-unloading pattern possibly indicating on stem Sr exchange capacity.
Leaf petiole near the 2nd fruit truss presented a steady radiation increase somewhat
resembling transpiration. Surprisingly, measurements made on a fruit of the 2nd truss
presented a similar pattern with even higher radiation gains in time although lower
transpiration is expected there.
Using sensitive gamma sensors clearly enabled following transport and partitioning
patterns of root applied radio-Sr in a whole, living plant. We intend to introduce
simultaneous water sap-flow measurements and radio-Sr radiation readings at parallel
locations to enable detailed investigation of the coupling of water and Sr, as Ca tracer, for
both transport and partitioning. Root and canopy treatments are planned to test the
coupling hypothesis and the factors affecting it.
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Influence of tree and stand structure on whole-tree water use in beech
and oak growing in mixed stands
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The influence of tree and stand structure on whole-tree water use was estimated using the
thermal dissipation technique in mature European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) and sessile
oak (Quercus petraea (MATT.) LIEBL.) trees growing together in two mixed colline–submontane stands in N-Bavaria, Germany.
The axial xylem sap flow density, Js, in any sapwood depth (0–2 cm, 2–4 cm, 4–6
cm) increased with stem diameter in beech. In sessile oak a significant correlation of Js
with stem diameter was only observed in a stand where oak dominated over beech
regarding tree size. The seasonal maximum daily whole-tree water use, Qt max, of beech
from all sites scaled positively and non-linearly with stem diameter, sapwood area, leaf
area and related scalars. The Qt max ranged between 11 kg d-1 and 435 kg d-1 for beech trees
with a stem diameter of 14 cm and 63 cm, respectively. The Qt max in oaks was lower than
in beech trees with the same stem diameter, and maxima of 20–62 kg d-1 for oaks with a
stem diameter of 29–49 cm were found. The correlation of Qt max with stem diameter and
other scalars was weak in the oaks studied. The maximum tree water use per unit leaf area,
Qt max/Alt, increased with tree height in beech, indicating a high capacity for transpiration
even in large crowns. Shade-adapted sub-canopy beech trees transpired less per unit leaf
area and required less sapwood area, while large overstory trees transpired more water and
maintained a larger sapwood area as evident from a considerable decline of the leaf area–
sapwood area relationship with tree height. In oak much smaller values of Qt max/Alt and an
opposite trend with increasing tree height was found.
These results point to a less shade-adapted lower crown and to increased selfshading with increasing leaf area in sessile oak, in part due to a higher leaf area density of
oak compared to European beech, caused by shorter crowns and smaller ground-projected
crown area Acp at the same Alt in oak. Possible explanations for the high between-tree
variation in oak include, apart from methodological uncertainties, irregular radial growth
and sapwood anatomy, reduced vigour due to defoliation by insects, low shade tolerance,
and in general its inferior competitiveness in these mixed stands with beech under current
climatic conditions.
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The water use of cork oaks (Quercus suber L.) was studied in two Portuguese oak
woodland ("montado" or "dehesa") sites that differed in soil quality and depth and in stand
structure. The thermal dissipation technique was employed on a total number of 26 trees
continuously over a period of twelve months.
Preliminary results indicate that the axial sap flow density, Js, in the outer sapwood
showed no statistically significant trends with stem diameter. Trees from the less dense
stand on poorer shallow soil did not differ in daily values of Js compared to trees with
similar stem diameter from a nearby, denser stand on less poor, less shallow soil. Sap flux,
Q, in the outer sapwood scaled positively with stem diameter and negatively with
competition indices. Q reached highest values > 100 kg d-1 for dominant trees with a DBH
> 50 cm. Generally, daily and half-hourly maxima of Js and Q were higher in spring and
lower at the peak of the summer drought. Reductions in Q in summer compared to spring
were similar at the two sites.

Comparing artificial neural networks and the Penman-Monteith-Jarvis
model for filling gaps in the sapflow record for a subtropical cloud forest
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During two years of measuring sap-flow velocities in a forest subject to frequent cloud on
La Gomera (Canary Islands), failures in equipment produced 428 hours of missing values
(5% of total daytime hours), mostly during rainy spells. This paper explores the usefulness
of the Penman-Monteith-Jarvis model (PMJ) and artificial neural networks (ANN), for
filling gaps in the record of hourly transpiration.
Derivation of transpiration with the PM equation (ET-PM) requires the canopy
conductance (gc). Since no direct measurements of gc were available, it was estimated from
an inverse application of the PM-equation using measured ET (sap flow) for typical wet
(April) and dry (August) conditions. Hourly gc values were regressed against radiation,
VPD, temperature, and soil water content. gc was also estimated using the empirical
algorithms of Jarvis (1976).
ANN are black-box models capable of reproducing highly non-linear relations between
input and output variables. Advantages include a small number of parameters and the
model’s ability to ‘learn’ through an iterative procedure known as ‘training’. Input nodes
used were hourly radiation, VPD, temperature, RH, wind speed and soil water deficit.
Variables were scaled (Xi-meanXn)/(maxXn-minXn) during ‘training’, testing and gapfilling periods and combined to obtain the best fit with the simplest configuration.
‘Training’ of the ANN was done with data collected immediately before and after data
gaps. The ANN was then used to predict transpiration for periods with measured ET and
subsequently for periods with missing data. Values of ET-ANN were compared with
measured ET and ET-PMJ.
For wet conditions ET-PMJ correlated well with measured ET despite limited data to
calibrate the Jarvis model. Transpiration predicted by the PMJ model deviated by 18%
from measured values and explained 60-88% of the variance. Conversely, ET-ANN
essentially equalled ET (i.e. the slope of the regression did not differ significantly from 1)
and explained 99-100% of the variance in ET. During the dry season many more days were
available to calibrate the Jarvis model and the results of the ET-PMJ model were
correspondingly better. Modelled ET differed only 6-9% from measured values whereas the
model explained 82-91% of the variance. Again, ET-ANN values almost equaled ET and
explained 93-97% of the variance (depending on the configuration used). As such, gapfilling performance of the ANN was superior to the PMJ approach for both seasons. The
success of the predictions was dependent on the similarity in conditions between training
and test periods, however. Therefore, the ANN method is considered particularly suitable
for gap filling purposes over relatively short periods of time.

Using whole-tree sapflow measurements to assess the effects of land
use/cover change on stand transpiration in a seasonal montane cloud
forest zone in central Veracruz, Mexico
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Information on whole tree and stand-level transpiration is essential for accurate
assessments of water balance and hydrological processes, yet few data on transpiration
exist for tropical montane cloud forests, where high species diversity combined with
complex climatic and topographical conditions make data collection and up-scaling
particularly challenging.
To address this gap, whole-tree seasonal sapflow was determined for nine tree
species growing in three different land use/cover types in a seasonal montane cloud forest
(MCF) zone in Central Veracruz: a species diverse old-growth MCF, and 19-year old
naturally regenerating MCF dominated by Alnus jorullensis, and a 7-year old Pinus patula
reforestation. Granier-type thermal dissipation probes, in conjunction with heat pulse
sensors (for data validation), were used to measure daily sapflow velocity (Fd) rate in 2-5
individuals of each species. Fd values were scaled to the whole-tree level (Ft) using tree
sapwood area of the sampled individuals, and to the stand level (Et) using estimated total
sapwood area per unit ground area per species summed over all species (functional
grouping were used to derive estimates for species for which Fd values were not obtained
directly with sapflow sensors).
Results showed a clear ranking among individual species in their Fd rates, with the
early successional P. patula and A. jorullensis having the highest Fd rates (15.7 l dm-2 day-2
and 13.0 l dm-2 day-2, respectively), a group of six mature cloud forest species (Alchornea
latifolia, Clethra macrophylla, Quercus lancifolia, Q. ocoteifolia, H. mexicanum, and
Ternstroemia sylvatica) having intermediate Fd rates (6.8 to 11.7 l dm-2 day-2), and Litsea
sp., also from the mature MFC, having the lowest Fd rate (3.5 l dm-2 day-2). Comparing
annual Et across land use/cover types, the pine reforestation had the highest annual Et
(1009 mm year-2), the mature MCF had intermediate annual Et (858 mm year-2), and the
regenerating MCF had the lowest annul Et (832 mm year-2).
These are amongst the first annual Et data derived from whole-tree sapflow data for
MCF regions on a global basis, and suggest that conversion of mature MCF vegetation to
young, rapidly growing tree plantations can increase total water use by the vegetation, at
least within shorter time periods of 7 years. On the other hand, Et rates of naturally
regenerating vegetation relatively quickly (within approximately 20 years) resemble rates
observed for mature old growth MCF.

Evaluating transpiration in an annual crop and perennial prairie species
using the heat balance method in Central Iowa, U.S.A.
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The incorporation of native perennial plants into landscapes dominated by annual cropping
systems in the Midwestern U.S. may enhance water quality and promote stable provision
of water supply by regulating water flows in the soil-plant-atmosphere continuum. Design
of mixed annual-perennial agroecosystems should be based on sound understanding of
different species’ hydrologic functioning to maximize complimentarity in time and space.
However, most previous approaches to quantifying plant water use in the agricultural
Midwest have measured evapotranspiration on broad landscape scales and have not
distinguished between plant species or communities.
The objective of this research was to quantify and compare patterns in annual water
use for a dominant native prairie species (Ratibida pinnata (Vent.) Barnh; “coneflower")
growing in a 5-year-old reconstructed prairie, and for the annual crop species (Zea mays
L.; “maize”) produced under intensive no-till rotational corn-soybean management, in
Central Iowa. Additionally, this research sought to assess the potential for using different
allometric relationships between plant structural characteristics (e.g., stem diameter, leaf
area, total above-ground biomass) and sapflow as a basis for scaling whole-plant
transpiration measures to the stand level.
Heat balance sensors were used to measure sapflow for R. pinnata and Z. mays on
stems ranging in diameter from 5 mm to 19 mm. Sensors were installed on five
individuals of each species and rotated to new individuals every week. Sampled plants
were harvested at the end of the sampling period for determination of total leaf area and
biomass in the laboratory. Measurements were taken over a 27-day period during the peak
growing season, from July 17 to August 12.
Minimum and maximum sapflow values were 0.035 kg day-1 and 0.079 kg day-1 for
R. pinnata, and 0.273 kg day-1 and 0.552 kg day-1 for Z. mays, respectively. Whole plant
sapflow over the sampling period was 1.320 kg for R. pinnata and 10.928 kg for Z. mays.
Not surprisingly, these differences reflected the varying sizes of the two species: maximum
leaf area and stem diameter were 222 cm2 and 4.8 mm for R. pinnata and 5,619 cm2 and
21.8 mm for Z. mays, respectively. Sapflow rates correlated well with total plant leaf area
and stem diameter within a sampling period, but were more closely related to precipitation
and soil moisture on longer time scales. Thus, scaling transpiration rates from individual
plants to the stand level should take into account interactions between plant structural
characteristics and microclimate conditions.

Water Availability and Provenance Effects on Water Relations of
11 year-old Loblolly Pine (Pinus taeda) plantation
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This study was conducted on a 10 year-old loblolly pine irrigation x genetic trial, located
in southwestern Georgia, USA, near the town of Bainbridge. The trial consists of four
treatments: two genetic entries (South Carolina Coastal Plain (SC) and Florida (FL)
provenances) + two water availability entries (irrigation or no irrigation). For two growing
seasons we measured sapflow, basal area growth, soil moisture, foliar and xylem carbon
isotope discrimination, wood properties (specific gravity and latewood : earlywood ratio),
foliar water potential, whole tree hydraulic conductance and climate. Irrigation had
significant effects on most measured variables; in some cases these responses varied by
provenance. This study was carried out to determine to what extent water availability, tree
water relations, and wood quality traits are related in loblolly pine, and to determine
whether provenance impacts these relationships. We will discuss the results within the
context of environmental and genetic control of water relations traits.
There was a significant interaction between water availability and provenance, in
the response of canopy conductance to VPD. This GxE interaction implies that under
water-limited conditions, the SC provenance has stronger stomatal control than the FL
provenance, but this difference is not present when water is not limiting. Strong differences
were found between irrigation treatments and the transpiration-induced water potential
gradient from roots to shoots was relatively constant across treatments (p=0.52) and
genetic provenance (p=0.72), averaging 0.75 MPa. This response in leaf water potential
corresponds to an isohydrodynamic behavior, where a strong stomatal control maintains
relatively constant water potential gradient.

Sap flow partitioning in different branches of apricot trees
E Nicolás*, A Torrecillas and JJ Alarcón
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The experiment was carried out in a commercial orchard of eleven-year-old apricot trees
(Prunus armeniaca cv. Búlida, on Real Fino apricot rootstock) over a week period. A
representative tree with a cylindrical trunk divided in four main branches of different size,
orientation and local microclimate was chosen for the experiment.
Sap flow was measured throughout all the experimental period. Four sets of heatpulse probes were used, one by each main branch of the tree. Diurnal courses of the
environmental conditions, fraction of the irradiated area and leaf water relations were also
considered in each main branch.
The partitioning of sap flow from the NW, NE, SE and SW branches was found to
be equal to 21%, 22%, 37% and 20% of the total sap flow, respectively (Table 1). When
differences in the leaf area of each branch were considered, the values of transpiration
from leaves on the east facing branches were clearly much higher than from leaves on west
facing branches (Table 1).
Table 1. Characterization of the tree model choosen for our experiment. Position,
Diameter, Leaf Area and Transpiration of different branchs.
Position
Branch 1
Branch 2
Branch 3
Branch 4

North-West
North-East
South-East
South-West

Diameter
(cm)
12.7
10.9
14.4
11.5

Leaf Area
(m2)
50.46
39.81
55.59
43.54

Transpiration
(L day-1)
15.5 ± 0.5
16.1 ± 0.7
26.3 ± 0.9
13.8 ± 0.1

Transpiration
(L day-1 m-2)
0.31 ± 0.01
0.41 ± 0.02
0.47 ± 0.02
0.32 ± 0.01

This result indicates that the light microclimate has a large influence on
transpiration from different sides of the tree canopy. In fact, there was a very good
correspondence between leaf stomatal conductance of a branch and the corresponding
fraction of sunlit foliage. Branches facing the east had a greater fraction of leaves in the
sun, and leaves on those branches had much higher stomatal conductances.
The use of a sap flow technique permits us to estimate the total amount of water
transpired by the tree, as well as to characterize the partial contribution of different parts of
the canopy to the total loss of water.

Use of sap flow measurements to validate stomatal functions for mature
beech (Fagus sylvatica) in view of ozone flux calculations
S Braun1*, S Leuzinger2 and C Schindler3
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Sap flow was measured in three beech stands in Switzerland during 3 years. Based on
relative conductance values, stomatal functions for light, temperature, vapour pressure
deficit and soil moisture were derived using nonlinear regression. These functions were
used to calculate ozone uptake. For comparison, ozone uptake was also calculated directly
from sap flow conductances.
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The following functions were derived (all between 0 and 1). Where the result of the
function is <0, it is set to 0.
⎡⎛ T − T min ⎞ ⎛ T max − T ⎞⎤
⎟⎟ × ⎜⎜
⎟⎟⎥
Temperature: f temp = ⎢⎜⎜
⎣⎝ Topt − T min ⎠ ⎝ T max − Topt ⎠⎦
Tmin=5.0, Topt=15.0, Tmax=41.2 and bt=2.61

bt

Light: f light = 1 − e( PAR×light a )
PAR=photosynthetic active radiation (µmol m-2 s-1) and lighta=-0.00529
Vapour pressure deficit: fVPD = gs ref − m * ln(VPD)

gsref =conductivity at a VPD of 1 kPa (set to 1) and m=0.606
Soil moisture deficit: f SWP = 1 − 1.1 * SWP
SWP: Soil water potential (MPa)
Total cumulative ozone uptake was calculated for each tree and each year
separately for periods with valid sap flow data. Our model estimated cumulative O3 uptake
very well (106% on an average). In contrast, O3 uptake with a threshold of 1.5 nmol m-2 s-1
was slightly overestimated for small fluxes, with a reasonable average estimate (119%).
The agreement between the two calculation methods suggests that sap flow is not only a
tool to calculate ozone uptake directly but also to derive generalised uptake models.

Comparison of almond trees transpiration determined by sap flow-meter
and lysimetry
PA Nortes*, A Baille, G Egea, M González-Real and R Domingo
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Sap flow measurement is an important technique for the study of plant water relations and
water balances. The application of the heat compensation (or heat-pulse) method is
particularly suited for larger woody stems. In this study, we compared hourly transpiration
data obtained by means of a weighing lysimeter, bearing a single adult tree (15 cm trunk
diameter) to transpiration estimates supplied by heat-pulse sap flowmeters. The soil of the
lysimeter was covered with a plastic film to minimize soil evaporation. The tree was
subjected to alternate periods of full irrigation and shortage of water during a period of
high climatic demand (June-July). The dynamics of transpiration response to wettingdrying cycles obtained with the two methods were compared and analyzed, with special
focus on the viability and accuracy of sap flow measurements for estimating almond tree
water use under water stress conditions.

Sap flow measurements to assess the impact of fog in tree transpiration
of a laurisilva forest
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The evergreen ‘laurisilva’ forests of the Canary Islands (Spain) are frequently immersed in
fog. However the role of fog precipitation remains yet unanswered, despite the belief that
fog is important for the survival and distribution of endemic ‘laurisilva’ tree species.
Granier’s sap flow measurements carried out in Erica arborea L. and Myrica faya Ait.
trees of the Garajonay National Park, during a ten month period, show that median diurnal
tree transpiration is thirty times lower and close to nighttime values during fog occurrence
as compared to fog-free periods. Such a reduction in sap flow rate due to fog events was
shown, both on a median basis and in cumulative terms, to be independent of time of the
day, tree size and species, and the micrometeorological status. To our knowledge this is the
first time that a study shows under natural field conditions and for a long measuring period
the effect of fog on tree transpiration using sap flow techniques.

Using potential evapotranspiration to determine nighttime sap flow rate
for Granier’s method
CM Regalado* and A Ritter
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Apdo. 60 La Laguna, 38200 S/C Tenerife (Spain)
Email CM Regalado: cregalad@icia.es

Sap flow occurring at nighttime may remain undetected when using heat-based systems
requiring a zero flow calibration, such as the Granier’s thermal dissipation technique. Since
sap flux density is related to evapotranspiration (ET), thermal dissipation probes (TDP)
readings and micrometeorological data during daylight hours were combined to relate ET
and TDP measurements through a proportionality law here derived from Granier’s original
formula. This allowed us to predict the true zero flow temperature difference by linear
regression and therefore the nighttime sap flow rate. An ad hoc user-friendly computer
program was coded to implement this new proposed method. The method was applied to
TDP readings obtained from forest tree species where the existence of nighttime sap flow
was observed.

Sap flow measurements in different fig fruit (Ficus carica L.) cultivars in
Tenerife Island
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The common fig, Ficus carica L., is a fruit deciduous tree widely spread in the temperate,
subtropical and tropical zones and it is grown commercially under semiarid climatic
conditions all around the Mediterranean basin.
In Canary Islands, increasing interest in figs as a valuable crop makes necessary
some studies on the behaviour of different cultivars under our particular climatic
conditions.
The trial started in 2008 with a 2600 m2 new plantation with fifteen different
cultivars. The field is located in a semiarid zone in the south of Tenerife Island (Güimar.
156 m a.s.l.) with a mean annual precipitation rainfall of 180 mm. All the cultivars were
irrigated using drip irrigation with a restitution of 100% of crop evapotranspiration (ETc).
In order to study the adaptation of the different cultivars after the plantation, it was decided
to use sap flow sensors using the Heat Ratio Method (HRM). Four local cultivars and six
replications per cultivar were chosen and 24 sensors were installed. The preliminary results
showed a high variability between replication of the same cultivars. Some differences
between cultivars were detected. It seems that the Heat Ratio Method (HRM) can be a
useful method in this crop to distinguish the fig fruit cultivars with the best adaptation to
the ecological conditions in Canary Island.

Keywords: Fig fruit, irrigation, sap flow, semiarid zones.
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